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SELECT Co mIT 0.1.LAgNG,
riitoPM EfiERIThi STATE . )

.
.. 311311111t SERA*... S.

: * IThisAimton,D.O.
1 The Su . .. , itteko .,,, .1-An F eral, Sta e and atmMbnify Services met,

4. -, pursuant ice, al 9.:10 tim.; in r om 221'2 Rp.ibutn BousiPliice
' Buil& illfarfo, 13iacti <el irman of the lubcqunitteel).

prsid E. 1 . , Tr,
. ft

ta. Ylq berY .:,..lie_presentgtives iaggiipf New York,IBIpuili of t .
low /In .0 ,. em Jelisey, A(eyner # New Jersgy, and Satin of

1.. ,6 nectiOt..% 14 *, .
'tag press' :1Bobert 13 lanteSo, m iurity taat directory Thimas
lltODonal rh.13.,-0 oriti,sta direcCor, ibis. Clementine

Anthony; secietas7; atailits.ilathy qh ehan, research, assistant.

OPENIREi STATIIENT ben N MARIO BIAGGI if .,ti.... u, k,

1,1-r.,BLioot. Cio4lmornii111. Thenneetin a ea to ordeC U. ',-
' A chairman/ I welcome you to the Su iturt to orl Federal7State

ea d Community Service which is begiun 0. itilkearinpon "Aging in;
t t Ilrorld 'a Totepirrow?.? ;I, , . toe 4. t

'
. -,

The fadt ,that_ ks11,are erspidly maturi society is Men hic4
re ty. Consider ti' fags: In 1000 only percent pf ogr ila- .

b .
., ti Ivas elder . T the figure is 10 per t. By,the year -02,.).we ,

4'14. ma, hive 5:5 1 ilk ily;'klly 20 percez of the population.
c" The life ezip atet" 000 Was 40 ysars gge. Today it is 73 4"

ilTe year 202.5 it hg,rsac )a. Wee year 200 tWere will be 150 elde y. en for eWiy 10(1 Oldeily men, Widows ill outnumber Now fs
by 1. . ..! .**t ?,.. 7... ,/

It thin the di erly,pbpulption iMelf th, e pe ntage of 75 aukkovt is
has froin percdnt in 100010 38 pow t. in.1975. By thisyear .

200 will read at nt. Tile poitcentige,o the elderly 85 kin over a

wil i re than b e vet i9604nd thwear 2 10. These res.
dem Struts that 41,it ing of Aineripa it a p nt as.welt as a 7'.
futurti realigty... ,, 4., . .. 1, . I.

Tod y we will be"toeu ingtoniShasocial, Economic 'd political im. a
. plicati us of this pheno Tnaktind air findings shoul rove liblpful in

developing the Alicies fo $h future. .

.,..-
tconoknicalletwe can k for greater demands oh the Fedeihl GOv- 4e.

ernment 'to meet the es. tial needsof the elderly, especially the so,' '4,
V, called Iliil eldtsrlx.",T s economic st will lie hoigliteneny re- '.

I i .- W
... fr goo ,4° TA (1)

, . t ) f. Fit- . :it ). 1

, , 1
Att.-1 4N4 ".tt. ; -:

, 0"-it ' c *,. . . ...., . .. 40.
.te_. :.
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diced nuinher If worktvs being forced to support greater nitnitlers of
1retirees uncle saial eettiity add private penFtons. , -

SOcially % e look to at abuse of the institutionalization of. the -,,

elderk..1119 trerid is star tint. Todv for every one perstin living in Ain .n.
institution there, are tit 6 living with.their children. IN e.will also ik ,

forced, to Iteal. with 'mit periods of leisure time for our senior citi-'
zens.

Politically they Politicv powe'rof senior citizens will.increase.- Al- . -
ready wie are awctse tliat elderly,vote and their voting percentages
are hig)ier than other4 ps. In the 1072 Presidentialidential election alms
60 perieeelt of the biderlS otcd ; more than 14 percent greater' th
voter unde 30. Better et. cation combined with better affluence ant
1-.0virtif itwareners may-ma4 \t,1%., senior citizen of the fiiture istrongel
poli teal force.

Yet, greater codisivene i.atilt leadership within the aging cortimu% .

nit v is necessary to.increa ItheiJr national influence.
Tht-e.fottsight hearingsVday are designed to help i develop tlieet

and other" recommeadation4 for flittire.po.ticies impacting. on the er-n.
tierly-.1Ve as a Nation riikist 'pip% e away from merely reaeting to ciiscs ,

and begin to anticipate imir ftiture needs. . -

Greater ifor&ight cold I 'have averted some present-day problems
such ag The fiscal conditi n-of the social security system. c. .
- The }foam Select Comn ittee on Aging was created in 1974 td study 4

the problems of' the eltlerl . Already our committee hai, influenced the
passage of import ant legisl tion to benefit senior citizens.

Our nio-,t went aerosol) ilintelit was the passage of legislation te,
el itniatate mandato .v retire pad.; in the Federal workplace and raise
the manglatory.x rement a e' A 70 in the private.sector: ' .

OM" 49M t teei e-p y our distinovislied chairman. Mr.
-Pepper. prop- eel the leallershp, in enacting this landmark legi-lat ion.
Yet the' ,:tratirii ee and parreul rlY my siibeommitted remgnize,tliat
we must also look.° the flit ire The future of aging is in many re-
spects the filtur? of America. y ng is an ongoing process. it affects tis

i itall. Therefore. so must the No g f /wing affect Mali.
. Having people liv' longer 1 it enough. They must he able to live
with dipity and with respect iv) b they deserve.

, At this point.if there is no Q ttt1011. t would like to insert my pre-
pared statement into the recoil ;nearing none, it is ,o ordered.

fThe statement folloTs ..) , 't qt.,.

.
. . .jloamtace STAIEMILVT ailik;CITARIMNI NIARt0 iltAQGI

1,V,.
. Good morning. As chairman of the S r ..mmiLtee on refieral State and ('ow-
inanity Services of the.lionse Select.Ccint ittee on Aging, I am pleased to clear
this bearing on "Aging in the World'of gdmorrow".. The precedent for conducting

r foresight hearings was established 0,1974 when Congress declared foresight a
main, responsibility of the committepa. The material acquited from these hearings

..- will be presentedto the standing Bouse"kommittees Which have teglidattre juris-
diction over federal programs for thnaging.,The subcommittee will also publish
a report of the findings of these heitrillgs when they are completed later this ,
Congress. , , : : ,

-... Tiffs hearing today is the first of a awee-part series of hearings on the future
of aging. FOrkthe purposes of clarity gad unity. this hearing will use OS and over
as the definition of aging. This first hearing will present a broad brush Picture
of thn world Of tomorrow, emphasizinglespecially the demographic changes that
wil4ccur in tyre population over the.e,:kr50 years and the economic, social, and
'political imPlIcations that 1111 follonq ..,

47 . ". ';. f .
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IStatistical studies of our population tell us thatre are maturing.For example.
in 1975 the median age wan 28. In 200(l4t wil1,41e At.In 1900, 4 percent of our

.4 population was elderly. Today, there are 22 niillion,pireons over the age of 95 ,
approximately 10 percent of our popnlatlen. B1i 2000, there will be ejose to 40 mil- .
lion elderly persons over the age of 05, approxlidatelyelffOreent of opt population) '

. By 2025, there may be,tS5.,millioti persohs over-Oen*, of 65,'Whigh may COMA- .*
tiite 20 percent of our ppnlation. , - , - . . . .

.1ledical-teclitiolog7, higher living standards, and better health care have en- .
ot.telbled more of onr eitizens to-reach the age of 8.1. A person born hi 1900 could w ,

.61tect to live to heiltff.. Averson born today has a life expeetancyltf 73 tears. 1101' 1° . .
P

+,A ,life expectancy is expected to inch upwards and by 2025; 4 may reach 85. N4.
.3/ only are more people reaching the threshold of the aging years,they are old for.

a longer paled of time. It is projected that at much as,44 percent aging *
-will be over 75 in 2000. Some social scientists are.already referring to the aging
Population ns two groups. the goutigtold, those between 55 and25, and-the old -old,
thoseoer 75. : I ,f. ...0 ,

Obviously, thisUsing population will have economic, social, and political im-
pacts. The demographicsand the implications will be.analyzed in detail by the
witnesses here today.. However, let us. focus on some of the more obvious
implications. . )

.1s the pop ation matures and expands, there are going t0',1s iiiimi_-to,Ple -.; .
...........-"Illat need t essentials of life, such as hiusing. food, clothing, altir:Mmien Wet'" Xvisekve ,.

, An ex ed prbductive economy will be necessary to.maet e needs. As the . -.-..a.
clop ion ages, more people will reach the retiremen tbe current trends ...

edining birth rates and early retirement Winne, the result will be that
less workers will be available,to support ,...MOr%refirces indle future. The qua?.
dons are: bow far can the smfffter wattles/4410 in supporting a large number ofl-
retirees? An example Is our Social tiVeurity System. At we all krkow, the system '...is in vandal trouble. Social. Security heneOts are financed bPpayroll taxes '

ribu e the workforce, euiVoyers and the self-employed. Declining birth trates, conpl with increa4ng relireineut sates have- resulted in less workerri
supporting the system. A fe%ye,ars 'ilige, the rntio of workers to social security

4 Uri-7We); the ratio is 3.2 to 1 ;-* the year 2030, the ratio'
%till Approach It to 1. *dal seem& laild out $3.2 billiotiliore 'hulk it took in in
1970 and It will pay out 94.5 0 IBM attire than it will take in this year. It 3.2
A orkem Zant support the syt today, how can fewer workers per retiree sup-
port it in the future? Last wee the lipase of Representatives overwhelmingly
passed legislation tb curtail mandatory retirement by eliminating it In the r

J 6

ed-. .era! Government and raising' to 70 the age t which one can be mattdatorily re.
tired in, the private sector By eustillug more people to work longer, this should
ease the social security IA ens. Howeveronueh more needs to be done. It very?.
a ell may that we will a additional laborers to supplement the IS- to 64-
.. ear olds traditionaily make up the wor Yoh*. In light of such possibilftiesr's -- -

,ne may .want to rtfextuntne our bretiretiltnt alickes. especially those. that eat; -7
1ourage or facilitate early retirement. to determine if they'aro in our best inter- .

.
est. One study estimates that if everyb 53 al over were rehired in 2000, at-
least 20 percent of the popktiation wo be Giregly -affected; however, if people
waited until 65 to retire. 6410.10 1- ; t li affected. We must alSo ex-s
Ohre our attitudes toward tie traditional ain,Of duration, billowed by work, . .

.. followed by retirement. and the possibility. f mixing' into that pattern sobbed,
eels. further education acid retraining, shorter workweekap.senti second and third
ca s. v r. : 44 - i . . . . . -

.

N With the growing nneiners of persops *ha will:b in,fite bid -old hraeket, w

have to be serviced by comprehensive programs, aitiell mor eltenaive than those', -
can expect a growjng "frail" population. This may whielr Will;

.
. we !lave today. Traditionally, the state oktheIeconomy d trollies the-level oft,

erritus tha can be provided. We must tit to haticipate the needs and explore,. ,
.

the possibi ties of funding. including privatVoandations, ter. the services that
man* 9 ed to meet those needs. . ',, . .-.-

Itits hie tbat'families will be smaller In the future. An)nereased Iffe_ex--
k fteetaneY pled with expected low birth rut will directly affect the institution

of the faintly. There will be an increasing fe le majority amo the population
lik over 65. Eitimates Show, that by the year 2000 ere will be- omen for every

li . 100 mart and tvideivairill outnumber wIdowerkby 06?). New li ft-Arrangements. ',
such an ilvOuP living Will probably develop, . ' v 1

v'' '.. .
. i ,p . ,Itt-

......-
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We are already experleneind aktrCnd toward the deinstitutionatizat ion of our
elderly. Tkalay,..for ever,/ one ireson living in an institution, there are nearly
three others living with a child. The fatull7 has always played a supportive rote
in the care of the aging parent. However, we can expect thAt families will want
inure options in settings null types of cure available fur an iged family member
whbse health is failing. Nursing, 'homes may lie necessary for a part of the popula-
tion but many families may seek ways of maintaining an older person at home,
either hi the older person's own household or in his children's,

We must exaoune the ihitapetteras that me expect to &whit so that ate
have the facilities necessary to accommodate thosg patterns.

While' the elderly do not necessarily constitut a intified voting block, the pi).
tenti,il to de%elop into a grow lug political for here. Traditionally. the elderly
have a high luting pereentall. In 1072. a nost 67 percent of the eldirly voted
if, the Presidential election. fully 14 percent greater than the voters unliev 30.
f.-sues the es,rent to lath tho,ernment ier% iees are distrilotted a ill 111%cly
spur the unification necessary fur senior power. In addition, the elderly of tomer-
ruw will be nuireeducatd. hale lived hi greater affluence, and will have witnessed
or participated In politicat acti'istn unlike their predecessors. They kill evalnatg,
candidates and issues mire qlostly and they will command the highest attention

. of public officials, who will need their vote to surthe.
4 The advantages of foresight hearings must not he overlooked. I cannot help
but think that perhaps our Social Security System would be in better sham if

. ' we had taken the time some years ago to !Wok ahead.
The Huse Select Committee on Aging hits directed its efforts toward programs

designed to assist the elderly on suclrissues as health care, retirement security,
housing, and services. The committee will continue those efforts and through these
hearings will 'be ennbled to plan for the future. In other words, we will be able
to follow the theory that l'orewarned is forearmed."

would like to make two proposals. The first is that all legislation presented
to the geese of Representati$es be accompanied by a foresight impact statement..
This should enable its to make more rtsponsible decisions. The second proposal
I would like to make is that we establish a Othinet Ievel Department for the
Aging. This would insure that the elderly and their needs will receive, on a con-
tinuing basis, attention from the highest levels of. the executive branch. The
elderly are a growing population. The future of aging in many respects. is the
future of America. We must begin today to prepare, for' tomorrow. t.

Mr.Sara.sin. '
,

STSTEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE RONALD A. SARASIN
-

lit:. SA a.tsi s: Thank you. 11Ir. 'ha irm n.
Todav we are beginning a set ie.: of hearings on "T1144 'Future of Ag-

inf.." fotttre we will talk al out is not. t.orrie far-off time. however.
r,vevone who i, :dive today will be 65 or outer in the rear 2e5. We
are giddily Ali Mite., front a vow g population to an old population.

'Medical advance- ,i'ilainse lire aces and control of the aging process
,itself will only ha ten this sniff. It would be disastrous not to look at
this transformation and plan tamed it accordingly. .

All too often. however. Congress has not been reactive. and exer-
cised leadership by hindsight. It is ery much like the king Itho ran
from, his palace f.liOnting! aShow me. wherC my people are goino- so
can lead them." The catchup goerhment, as No have painfully
learned, is irresponsible andeostly both in Human and fiscal terms.

This subcommittee is taking a differe'pt tack. We are attempting to
be proftetive:look andad and see 4-hat is in store for us. We are exer-
cisitig the foresigy responsibility- Congress tot port itself several" .

-years ago.
Inklicationq are that tomorrow's 'elderly will be different from to-

day's in numbers. proportions, and character. If it is our responsibility to
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to look after the Federal, State, and community services offered to the
94derly Then we. had Vetter look ahead today to plan for those services
tomorrow. «

No one is unreasonable enough to demand certain facts about tomor-
row's elderly. however, there are trengl4ndwfutnristic thinkers who
I ave developed a teebnoloky that does loo l. at trends. that does fore-
cast, and that Alms draw pictures about alternative futures. A. good-
number of thee futbre thinkers are with us 'today, and I look for-
ward to their testimony .about the elderly.

',These foresight hearings give us a chance to reflect for a brief mo-
ment on what the world gill be like, what our values will be, and what
alternatives gvelgave. It is then up to the decisioninakers to help bring
the west desirable world about. Specifically for us, it means planning
and groviding Adequate and humane services foi;tomorrOw's elderly.

4 Today we are taking the first step into the future. Flook forward to
this and subtegpient hearings on "The Future of Aging." After all, the
(future of America's elderly actually begins todaylV

Thank yon3fr. C'hairman. ;
Di.gccr. The frentlentaliffvoh Ova, Mr. l3louin.

STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIp XiCSAEVT. ELWIN
1-

14gurs. ' hank you; Mr. Chairgian. VI 4
I wouta like to take this brief iippbriiikityjp commend the chair-

man of this subcommittie for schednliag ihesailoreOght hearings. As
you -well knoiv, foresight hearingkare rare cl'eatigreKin the Congress.
We tend to look.,fat prograMs 'afthilf they are going on, or even after
they have ended; but it ia very rare that site taiie the time to consider
ncourse of actiOn for the . .

Mope Ault thjs subcommittee will, firo'cide the leadership to focus
the attention of Congress in this area.

Currently teni4r citizens; 8g:institute less than 15 percent of the Na-
tion's population. Yet a less thaii 50 years that figure may grow to 20
percent of the population. As niore and more people reach this mile- .
stone. it will beromenore and more important for us to, carefully ex-
amine and consider the effet if whit we do. on the elderly.

It has become apparent 'ceneyears that the. elderly are a grow-
ing political force in this Nation. There is a sense of political activism
and concern over certain issues which dramatically affect the elderly.
Issues such as retirement, rising fuel cost,fixed Incomes, transporta-
tion. delivery of services, ando o lt is asential that we get ahold of
these issitftgow fed understankiftrig before they become major prob-
lems for 1 onthf every Americans. - °

In an effort to helichfie understand the concerns and give the sen-
ior,eitizer of my part of t* country a direct input into my staff, we
have a (1 a senior intent -by the !lam f Martha Thomas, a native

4of ibuoikIowa. a 69-year-olclAn
will It with us foryounie ORTAS
lisi several monfg of Acsistanciktif o

!seniors a kirwrid4regiSle,Anc1 4.110,
concern, to as

(F
i s'

to me '1 4 .ECG,' -74,:
:

- \. ; ) , :,':2.;,it ''''t V i. ., ,

nininnity activist who
W ington office followed

.rict o Ks. Martha will give
1 §taff nossm to express their"'

tll concerns directly

4 141-314-;;91-4-2 *1

.
>, r..1

.< ?;4r*
2. tt. ;
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I wo d urge other Members of Congress, who have yet to take this
step, to establish that kind of internship in their office. I would hope.
that o committee would continue to urge the respective committees
and th. Congress to make headway on legislation to establish the
senior tern program as a permanent fixture in the llousei.

*Mr. moot. I want to thank you, Mr. Blouin.,
You .iYht like to know that I have a member of my staff Mutt makes

your Au look like an ingenue.
Mr. Lodi` Would you care to explain that for the record, Mr.

Chai an?
;Mr. MOGI. A gentleman of some 75 years of age. As a committee,

we a = Yoking forward to learning from the scholarlin the field of
aging, lcioking for guidapee, and hopefully at the conclusion we will'
be abl to promulgate a program Quit will be able to deal with the
aitici atedprobleins. a

Th first witness is Mr. Theodore Goidon..Mr. Gordon is president
Of th Fubfire4 Group a spinoff of the Institute for the Future. Ho
elstab shed himself in she futufes field with the publication of two
Maio works: "Report on a Long-Range Forecasting Study" and a
book ntitled:"Tho Future."

He as been the principal investigator inrescaich studies sponsored .
by t o (Ace- of Technology Assessment and the National Science
Fou db.tion. The Futures Gioup has _just finished- a significant six-
Velu e project called : "A"Studv of Life Extending Technologies." .
Mr. ordon, good morning and we Icome.

STA ENT OP THEODORE t AMMON, PRESIDENT, THE FUTURES
01tOlit

Goitoos. 31r. Chairman, gentleinet
I is indeed a pleasure for mo to be here this morning. Your inquiry

int' the potential numbers and condition of the,elderly- is indeed im-
po ant in my view, for several reasons.

^ first, the number of elderly persons seems certain to continue to
gri as von have all recognized this morning.

econa, this gioijp has certain needs which are now only dimly rec-
ized and 'served, and which couldte changing in the future.
bird, the impitets of the changing age distribution in our society

i =neral are not yet well understood, but could tie very important not
oh y to the elderly, but to society at large.

has, yourinquiry could affect the piness und dignity of the
el erly and help capture some of, the ptertunitke of the coming
8 mographic shiftsandiVp avoid tliei .pitfalls. I Ommend you for

- .t s inquiry.%
Indeed, as you- lutve'suggeste a, we have just finished t study for the
tional Science Foundation for their Applied Piriprch Directorate, ,

t ARANN Group. This study mks funded at a lev Of-about $300,000
a d extended over a period of 18 months. .

This work is generally.ilireeted toward identifying what technolo-
gies may be expected in the near term that could het the effect of
e i tending life-expectancy. Then inquiring about the tsequences of

I 0
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those technologies n demography, the social aspets of the economy,
and.Values in gene in society.

To summarize, we found three important things. Litt expectancy
is indeed increasing; tbere' are new biomedical technologies on the
horizon,that will a&,elerate this trend; and changing age distribution
can well havesignificane economic and social impacts.

Incidentally, I mivht mention that while, the final report has not
been published in its final form, I hare draft copies of the report avail-
able for the committee and itsstaff.

iSee appendix I. p. 59 for NEI% Gordon's report, "The Results of a
T nolagy Assessment of Life-Extending Technologies".] 1011".

ire aesigned the study to focus on near-term biomedical capabili-
tie which would extend life and to search for the implications of these
technologies. We concentrated on adult life. We omitted accidents, we

did not examine suicide pre4ntion 'technology, although we consid-
ered suicide from the standpoint of its effects on values as lifespan
increases.

We addressed the situation in the tihited States, primarily, although
we also looked, at least fn a preliminary fashion, at the consequences
of these life-extending technologies on other bountries, the world at

r_ge.
We considered, as I mentioned, only technologies that were near at

hand, coming into general use in research and development, or width
were now considered to be biomedical goals. In other words, we didn't
try to stretch out into the next century to ask what was there, Ave-
really asked about what was really almost in haqd and what conse-
quence it would have.'

Asii well known, new life expectancy at all ages has been increasing
from 48 years in 1900 to 72 years in 1975. This is life expectancy at
birth,. these are the figures which are'most often quoted.

However, life expectancy at advanced age which was our concen-
tration here'has shown much less dramatic improvement. In 1900 a
man at 60 could expect to live somelt more years. In 1976 a man of
60 could expect to live 17 more years: In other words; the improvement
over tbat tune is only 3 years. Life expectancy at birth has increased
as a result of improvements in infant mortality and caring of many
diseases of childhood: Diseases of middle age and advanced age, heart
disease, cancer, stroke, have. been much more difficult to conquer and
it is these diseases specifically that we are talking about here. Further-
more, die aging process which is pOorly understood, seems to place an
upper limit on lifespan. '

As we looked into the' bioncedical technologies we fOund that there
were three general strategies that were being pursued:

First, research into prevention ,° diagnosis, and treatment of heart
disease, cancer, and stroke. DiseaOesontrol.

Second, and a quite different line of research, research intoilie cause
for aging itself with the possibility in the minds of the researchers of
slowing the very process of aging.

And third, research into tlibrelationship between social conditions,
aging; and death.

The effects of these technologies could be viewed as either increasing
he number of people who live to older age, we call that squaring of
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.changeb.ivould include the developmenrol more parallel lobs, shired
work, part-time work, shortening of the.woikwetk, seriat careers:

ie found that retirement age would have fo increase about 6 years
by the year 2000 hi order to balanee thp

*
inflow and' otitflow of the

social security 'fund.
We worked with the American Council a Life Insurante!The'y

convened several special panels for us to study the consequences 91
these changes on in trance which was very helpful.

Even without life e -tension the aged will have more political clout.
however we do not kn w whether tint clout, this potential, will trans-

- late into mditical rower. The notion of how values change with age
is... not clear at all

Raising- ratireme t age=. 7
Mr. Pucci.; Wh do you mean by that?
Mr. Uonnox.,Wel the, people who we had looking it that partic-

ular part of the stud cognized well the number of aged increased,
. and that the aged wi I h e particular vietvs, but it is not at all clear

whether that brings polit al cohesiveness or not, whether they will
act as a political bloc.

Mr. Bumf.. Can I sive you a practical exiietiencel
Mr.- Oman. Certainly.

. Mr. Wow. rthink m,y colleagues will'shareAny- views.
I don't know of any legislation that is brought out to the'floor of

the House of Representatives for consideration affecting the elderly
that isn't always passed almost unanimously. That can only be the
result of a recognition of first. the merit of the issue. There are many -

things that have merit that don't see the light'of day, but also the
political clout, and therS is a reason, is niort so.toda,y than ever before.

t witneis my own mother. She was never involved in politics until
she got involved in the senior citizens group. When I ran. for office
she wantql to know what I stood. for.

My, GORDON. And that's clout,. right
Mr. Smiasts. That's perception:. 40.,
Mr. BUGGI. There is sufficient testimony and evidence to the fact

that the seniors Are organizing and they have very substantial, very
effective representatives in every legislative forum. They participate
with a zeal because it becomes a. very important part of their lives. -

.I don't know that thiise of us in public life aren't happy about it.
We see that progressively we are providing more responses to the needs
of the senior citizens. Th&Select Committee on the Aging is certainly,
eviden&of.the tact that there is great recognition and, as I said "in
my openin(statement, the committee has been responsible in many
ways for increased benefits of the aging simply by expressing its View
and its constant advocacy under our chairman and by:the proposals
that WO submit. So 11( you have any doubts about their political eo-
#iesiveness, let me disabuse you .of them.

Mr. Gomiter. Thank. you.
Let me, just summarize as really all I meant by my statement is

that it is very difficult to forecast as the size grows what that will do'
to political activism pf the group. In. fact, r know. of no way to really
get at that from tabeore cal standpoint.

Mr. BIA091. They live i 'en day- today. basis.
Mr. I-Jtonnon. We found that raising the retiremen age could bring

significant changes in the camily, it would change the relationship in

1 .



2025 or from about 0 percent to, abOut 10 percent. With acceleration
of disease - curing technologies represented by our squared case.the
number of people over 61) seems likely to grow to about billien,peo-
ple by the year 2025 orabout 1 f1/2, percent of the world's population.

One effect of disease-curing technologies which we find so promising
is to increrae world -population. In hur demographic model we found

, that; current trends suggest world population ivill grow itom about
4 billion to about 7.7 billion by the year 2025., Introducing these newiteelmoingies would increase world popula-
tion by 20267to 8.3 billion or some 600 million more people. Of the 600
million more people, 400 million would be in the less developed coun- ,
tries and 200 mil lion in the developed countries.

Fecusing again on the 'United $taj.q, now in asking about the eco-
nomie consequences of the changes; -we found that the social and eco-
nomit impacts attributable to these new technologies seem likely to be
minimal prior to the year' 2000,- Of mueh more importance to the
eectnomi ,and social conditions is the assumed retirement age Iyhich
goes wi these changed. We felt that this issue waisignifisant for the
study since the ,technologies we investigated would be likely to. have
the effeqt. of iucreasing the vigor and diminishing the symptoms of .

aging of people as they appeciach today's retirement age. With vigor.
Ott a particular age ehenging, clearly retirement aged mightchani1

also, This results ih changes in the labor' force size which are quite *-

significant. . :I"
We formfd the impression that retirement agewould be likely to

increase for several reasons: .
:

'First, polls hay indicatekthakutimy retired people, when naked, -
say theywpuldr her be working:

:gecond, the fe ings of anomie and uselessness which sometime comer,u
with, retirement pparently accelerate death, ;

Third; both social security and pension ful'ids would benefit appre-.
eiably,by increasing retitement age only a fewyears. _

Fourth, discrimination on the basis of age after 6 seem to us at
the time of the study, about a year ago are likely to be.considereCil-;
-legal in the near' future: . 'z t

For all of the,reasov we pursued the consequeices of increasing
retirement age; A° thought it likely and important to investigate. .

Bacot. Those are slime of the very. 'reasons that we offer:in;
the tulroca* of the application of mandatory retirement.
- comm4nd you for that sir,

'ir:Taunt. l'y the wayithe American Medical Association in its
stud),. e(.94104.:Op that forcul retirement impacted negatively On life

ns Tcj. paraphrase it, if you are forced fo.
'retina yon 'areAlmcstcondemned to die or it accelerates 'the rate of
defith '

Mr. Got:ex.:It is:tW feeling.bf uselessness thagOes with that.
The effect of delayed retirement would inclIzde an increase-in G.N.P.,:

clintinishing. of dependency 'ratio, reduce burden on social security,
. improve,- socialization thigng the elderly, and, most signi#cintlyl,

potential problem in gni provision of jobs` it all of those lathe wish
to work. *

O

With resPect.io this yet* point we formed the impress ton
the-nature of the work would change in these circumstances, the
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,changeb,xvould include the development-of more parallel jobs, shired
work, part-time work, shortening of the.workwec.k, seder careers:

We found that retirement arse would have To increase about 6 years
by the year 2000 in order to balance thp inflow and outflow of the
social security 'fund. * ."

We worked with the knerican eouiteil of Life Insurante.411to
convened several special purls for us to study the consequences of
these cluing,es on in ranee which was very helpful.

Even without life e temiou the aged will have more political clout.
however. we do not kn w whether this clout, this potential, \yin traits-, late into political power. The notion of how values change with age
is. not clear. at ail

Raising retireme t
do you mean by that?

Mr. GORDON. 'Wel the, people who we had looking that partic-
ular part of the stn gnized well the number of ated increased,

. and that they aged wi I h e particular views, but it is not at all clear
whether that brings polit al cohesiveness or not, whether they will
act as a political bloc.

Mr. Bum. Can I lye you a piaci* experience?
- Mr.-GORDON. Certainly. /

Mr. BUoci. 'think my colleagues will 'share my' views. ,
. I don't know of any /egislation that is brought out to the floor of

the Rouse of Representatives for copsiderktion affecting the elderly
. that isn't always passed almost unanimously. That can only be the
result Of a recognition of first. the merit of the issue. There are many
things that have merit that don't see the lighteof day, but also th©
political clout, and therg is a reason, is more satoday than ever before.

witness my own mother. She was never involved in politics until
she got involved in the senior citizens group. When I ran. for office
she wanted to know what I stood for.

Mr, GORDON. And that's clout., right. .
, Mr. SARAgN. That's perception...1i,

Mr. Ducat. There is sufficient testimony and evidence to the fact
that the seniors Are organizing and they have very substantial, very
effective representatives in every legislative forum, They participate
with a zeal because it becomes a, very important part of their lives. -

don't know that those of us in public life aren't happy about it.
We see that progressively we are providing more responses to the needs
of the senior citizens. The Select Committee on the Aging is certainly
evidencelof the fact that there is great recognition and, as I said 'in
my opening statement, the committee hai been responsible in many
ways for increased benefits of the aging simply by expressing its view
and its constant advocacy under our chairman and by the prpposals
that Tr. submit. So if:you have any doubts about their politttal co:
Oesiyeness, let me disabuse jou.of them. .

Mr. Goapbx. Thank you. .

Let me. just. summarize as really all I meant by my statement is
that it is very diffiefilt to forecast as the size groWs what that will do'
to political activism of the group. Iii. fact, I' know, of no way to, really

,get at that from: a Itheore cal standpoint..
Mr. 137.actoi. They live i On 'a day.-to-day. basis.
Mr. Gamin. We found at raising the retirement age could bring

significant changes in the
t.
amil.y, it would change the relationship in
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the family between elderly people and. younger peqple. Increasing'
labor` force participation of the aged may heighten competition for
jobs. That's a particularly difficult area and I will come back to that
before my ,testimony finishes. And of .course, increasing retirement

li
age increases interest for planning for mideareer and continuing
et cation.

We forineff the belief that for thene 25 years the technologied
that we studied would have the effect 'of tending middle age ,rather
than extending old age. Of course the key to this is the condition of
of course this is the key to the condition f society that exists in this
time that we are talking about, ie affects health costs, welfare burden,

tir11 ctivity. socialization, national vigor, old-young relationships.
t first cunsideration it would seem that net national health costs

would increase as the result of this squaring of the survival. How-
ever, if those technologies are achieVed by preventative means ra er
than therapeutic eans then the opposite may he the e.ase, healt eare
costa-may drop. For example, the discovery ofsthe linkage tween
.nutritional factors acid cettain diseases could increase longevity at a
very low cost,. very low Lealth cost.

Here Are some of our specific recommendations :
: We felt that it was worth studying to helpjeach an understanding of
the changing complex interrelationship between retirement age and -the
nature of work, particularly the nature of work surrounding the agd of
retirement. We believe that changes in retirement age will cause fun-
damental differences in our economy and the way older people.live and 1
view themselves. .

We felt that detailed information should be collected and made avail-
able to ether researchers about economic contributions and consumption
levels made.by otder people..

We felt that various agonies of the Government shohld,include in
their policy-thinking, estimates of the consequences of their actions on
the age of retirement. This recommendation is particularly relevant
to policies followed ,by the Department of Labor and the Social-Secu-
rity Administration, the Armed Forces and State and local govern-
ments. Policies which affect retirement age can add profound and

'4 lasting consequences mettle nature of our economy. When most joolieles
tend to.dinunish retirement agn the inVitable tonsequenee will,be in-
creasing dependency ratio and isolation of the There may be
%other policies which affect dependency ratios &reedy rather than .77
through retirement age. These should be pinpointed and understood in
terms of their likely consequences for the American society.

These injHde. for example, policies which delay entry into file
labor force shortening the,orkweek,,introduce sabbaticals or inter-
mittent reti

w
rement find so on. Zy

We. felt that additional studies should beapplied tb questions of
international impacts of lift-eittending technologies and the changing

. tobial dimensions which' might accompany these technologies. "We
gave it only a cursory review. such impacts were s9ggeated here but
were viewed to ,be beyond our work. World population, of course, is a
problem. that facei us now and these technologies which we fenr
obviously will. have the impact of increasing tile world population.
There fore, ihis additional study I feel is warrante.

We felt finally, that Government estimates of the cost of developing
biomedical technology should include froni the outset estimates of the

: .

,...
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. cost of producing; these tech' °fogies and distributing them in society...
'We want. to go beyond pri Fab R. & D. and suggest that we Brice
the application of the resu s of the R. & D.,s3touldit be successful.

, Por example. R. & D. ire prosthetic devices,of one sort or another
. Tight result invery Jar,ge, octal expenditures later on to apply those
devisits to ill people to ext nd life, eliereas research into nutrition for

, exturiple, could be applie across the board and rather inexpensively
with (the same kind of e-extended consequence. .

We, felt that, emphasi in 'research -on life-extending technologies
.Stio""ulti be gis en to those promise to lye inexpensitc. not only-for
num ditite. but for the . ondary cgst as well.

./ I. very pleased to 'eve the chance to talk with you this niorning,,
gentteinen. Can I arts* r any questions about this work?

Mr. Bueei.Thank on very much.
e

speech at, by the y
the. ao,'"or00 or 1
facili jif ting 'the 11,ftiwith ne
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Ifnot,3vhy is t
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T' ilea w
spe fieql y
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forgagi4,

Oometof
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us op Ins io °gist pre lc et in t recent
ar. 2000 most people will remain vigerus until
OtIlers say that biologists are .on the verge of

span of 200 years. Do these predictions square .

d if sq, what implications that you hqve found?
discrepancy/.

classtd researchers. into three general 'elasIses. s'
s, that is those researchers who -felt that the life,,
ended perhaps even through immortality. The in.
t is those risearehers who W ,f.. e trying to cure

a diseasensearlTor to find smile kitikkof therapy that
the thensuralist. that is,thoge ptople trho felt that

phenomenon, or at least accelerated byksocial stres.-:.
nd therefore they coneentrated on the social aspect df

we and the feedback onbat on to the aging process.
h the immoralists now, in answer to your question
found Oaf there were a number of separate lines of . .

ceding giihultaneously to get at the underlying causes

he work dates back decades,literally decades. Many of
who are doiitg the fundamental work on .life span exten-
ratory animals which-demonstrated the validity f their

ut 'We'established that there were many different prinei-
pursued in peril. There is no fundamental. understanding.
proeess of aging. What is it that causes agint.T, to exist and
le are pursuing it from that fundamental basis.
re those researchers who rind the cause for aging diet. Lite ,

nsions has been .demortstrated by lowering the temperature
ISMS. The immune mechanism is blamed forsorrie as the cause
g. We become kmmuned cif .Mutations in our awn body of our
-es and our immune mechanism sets up to kill those mutations.
itiiitary gland is blathed by some cross linking in thenueleus.

Tecate itself, of proteins within the cell-is blamed by etheis as -

ase'for aging.,Therare all appmacbing the blem from dif-
eine

. ! tOrhei -ina of success.
quickly

, .
, s is. typical situation where a break through can occur quickly

'most iviexpeelvnY ....--. .. , s
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For our work we I iewed these,kinds of technologies as Much less cer-.

tain titan technologies of the other sort. We put these off into the latter
parttf this century audiall of the number the.t.I gave you did not in-
elude this ,kind of breakthrough. You must see that if this break-
tl re to occur if Von Mill be felt society for 100 years

robably it would be most effective when applied to young
i. Ii ren and.thwe children would age and the effects on society would

be quite late.
But for the other technologies. maintain your hope, because itseems

they are coming in the nearer term.
Let me comment specifically on the numbers that you mention just

nom. in your question. We.do nut agree with those forecast Afe ek-
pctanq at birth we think will climb to about 78 by the 02000 ant
;.6 by the war 205. Those numbers are a result- of ssum ions

abouf the efriFt-fJ1Tese technologies. tin R peop es assn -
tious can l valid also. This is an uncertain a. I think the sic

'principle that agreed to is that theie tec ologies are near in and
aml their affect n the life span otcurre r middle aged perso wilt.

, he .felt bt the car '2000 and Shortly itretufter. I ,
Mr..lii.tosti. I think you made erne° to it and the fac s. there
research coin in twOdirect s. Research alWaysthas to ftintled,

e. here should are Gorernm .fiut its money in relation t IiNspan
'fxtending technology dr cearch or dealings-hit diseases rIoth

Mr. tionuox. I thin his should he mixed:
The .possibilitY-o aching ien*gnderstanding of the b sic, anise for

p Jging r, appea lgihat we certainly ought to Flippo the) kind of
view, but the o er rknearer term and, of course, has t pOtential for _

Aleviating a e?it, deal of sulfering,andpshould be in nedas Well.
Let me ition one Iran lent that the immortal'. made to us. In

talking ut funding: s e of them said, listen, ti s is'the area that
ought be funded' ant .obi ht to be funded heeau. yoga are right and
'an tithe cause. for iging in our research. then w are automatic,

tak "care of those. other diseases that are assoc. I ted 'with aging.
w .',h0-efeshe whole thingin our hands.

4317% Blare'. Of course, yon,know which is fi the chicken or the.gg. ,

Onribox. Indeed, sir. Indeed. -,
0

. lir. Bursar. You say theta the present de Ii ,ate continues; by the. yeilt 2000 our population of those who are 6 years and over will in-.
-t'reaSe' from ''21 million to30 million and b 20e5 .to 4r .million. Are/ You taking into account.the fact that the eraide death rate in 4:075 un-
e:speetedly dropped to the lowest level eybr recorded in the United
'States_ ./

Mr. WQRDON. YeS; sir, that's an interesting pherieinenon.
We picked it up in qiir stud 3.I believe before it was generally, known we saw that change and it tomes from technologies we be-

lievetechnologies of the sort that we die' falkingabout here. That is,,
disease curing technologies who think the origin is twofold althoukh

mist say that we are n'o't certain of this but 'we think it is because of
, the flecrepsink death rate line t ea tse an acea en s.

Mr. Bum. Is it "liktly that the cleitali rate will continue to drop
drninatically so that even your projietions ar!irtuell too low?'
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,. Mr. Qum.. Well, not likely, b L I wouldn't ignore the possibility? .

Mr moot Well. as you said, is ratio drop is phenomenal and at..
one e unlikely9What is you conternPlationt,

_ . GORDON. Well, there is n lin tittain-about this kind of study.'
It a reasoned position giv at we know, given trends that rir
un arm-1y now. This is w think is a plansible -kind of.future. a7

ertainly the futur earn A' Ty on either side of that and in some .

p tentially surprising -wa For example, if there_ were a kreiiire'.
rough. in aging_research n instantaneous breakthrough iiitgine'
'50: ear.pill for 25 cents t at could bi taken by anyone with no bio-

cal side effects. I imagine that it would have a very good market
n4 it would certainty Change -the results of this study here because

.. .;; we did not anticipate that kina of technology. .

Sure it is possible that we are wroug in sonic of these forecasts, but
I think it is a plausable future that can be the basis of policy planning.
it has that kind oftperspeetive for us:

Mr. Baca. You also, stated the percentage of the population 65
years and over wilk,grovr from 10 percent to 14 percent by the year
2025. you suggest-that with continuing success in overcoming ---"---
disc may reach. evPil-*Jiigli as 22 percent? 4

a ,
.

t
.4. we in factgoiiiii_trough a population transformation a serious

. elm from.a yonnr4 . told society? ,,..,qA

. GORDON..Welq 5.4:4iTse, on of the co gents of theseifil- ..

tire which,You have just read is n agin society.'
n our work we assumed a cont' uing lowtirth rate a'nd with birth

ra c remaining low and with the dditional growth ofopec;ple over 65
a dsthat age cohort, the inevital) a result is an aging center of gravity

..

,,

't .1...
, .

population. f 0
mightd ,Mr. Briooz. If I recollect cor tly,you said there might lieimpact

/more one the ir0dle aged? *. 4. - - ./ 31r. elirtn6-.N.r.nres, sir. . --...._

See, there are two..w.ays to a these additional. people. that w,e__are
talking about as over 65. A t.l biologically: 65 years oldi-as we
know them today or are the biologically 55 or 45 years olds as we
kn, w them today. . ..- .trill.uotai. You are. ster °think, right? ,,--- : ,t,

is
.

RDO. Of course, e.ar'e stereotyping, but,it is an image of
ety. that we are tryluf to convey .hire.

Are We .extendingold a or are we extending middle age: In re-
. viewing the tech ogees e formed a view tlia.t the kind of society

. that we ought to incliide ..our, thinking atl.Cmg.mest likely is one
in which puddle age is a andard and not'o age,.9r at leait we have
the prospect of having a vige. rous 65-year- ld population.

Mr. BaCX1j. I think I manticipate thb,qnswer to this question, but
ifor the record enywey, 4 w should lifesp n expanding to hi be

funded__..?": 'r ,V i .. 4r.' "" " .....

searehinto technol gies hat extend. de; that is,_seareh for the cause
Mr. Cyoupox. we are ttilking oat technologies thatthe re-

for aging: Mast p the ork is being t unded by the Federal*Govern- -
. metA.nowl but 7 found some work being fundeciby private ind*try

ajso,r+ :-.; .
$

.

'-' Tyre is a great *deal if interest in this and Ftffiil that it is worth
ContiOing the funding by the I Government, and also worth
. '-''.'1.:, .: .

. .. .
;.$.:. .

.. .
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considering increasing the level bees se of the promise of those
teclinologies. vf.1.) -

Mr. &AGO!. M4.Sarasin f
Mr. SidtASIN. Thank your Mr. Chairman.
Is there goingto be anything for the people t *are talking about

in place? 'If we extvid life and we' have a grey r elderly'population,
are we doing them u favor arthe present time? hould we be thinking
more about tryin toira rove the qualit of life presents?

Mr, GORDON. 011,49 course.
The way yOu posed, _the question it isaii"either/or" and I'd like to

answer WE ought to be doing both, '
I mentioned that therp is a feedback betWeen the condition of life and

suing and death. That's very true. .The feeling of uselessness, feelings
o social isolation' accelerate that and any kind vf social structure that

.we build that ene,apsulates'the ageil orisolates the aged is clearly some-
. . thingthat ought to be removed. They are a'viable, important part of

*Eddy and we will all be there ptuselves.
QXL the Other tand, if we,would take a vote and put it on that basis

4

of./tiven, today's circumstance w.
the voting would bEl heavily, in fa
bOth aspects of your qUestion oug
life in a sbciety that doesn't into
vacuous:Pursuit and both have to

o would opt for increased lifespan,
or, I think.,So I would suggest that
t.to be pursued of clearly extending.

e the value of ,an elderly life is a
forward.

Mr. Sassing. In your statemen o I detect a bias *Ward nutritional
reseitrch, a th'e answer to the proble

Mr: Gomm. Indeed. It, is as bias, that I did not art with if the.

,.. 1 &nifty, I don't mean that at a egative commipt.
MI...Gomm No; but you are right. formed ri bias m the procesi of

, the work. I didn't start the,study -with. hat yes, bit I for.mecl the bias
in theprocess of the work.:

We are very ignorant of the relation ip between what we eat and
the environment in which we work to hex th and disease. The ignorance
is astounding tome and I formed the.' Pres:ion, as id! astutely de(tected in n}y remarks, that this is a. ve promising direction' for

studiy---

search to go in terms of its effect on heal -
:'What is the, ielationship betwe,en wh4t we eat and how we age and

whatAiseases we contract. The data is suggestive of relationship but
-thaffuidaziieiital wledgethat is reqUired is abietit.

IN keep reading apottti.pple- in..the $ovlet:Union
who live to 140. or 140 and there 18 IsWcholi. with his 180- year -old

. . ,

Afrf.GoBiliot. BOth eating yogutt. .
Mr-Sax:um toth eating yogurt. Whit does that tell you? sure

.you.heyeJooked at that very. carefully !tad I'm sure you paid more
attention fait than the e.verageperson would. \

. Mr4(kitacie Wa didnotilook itcge
pta

3%. . ,

WhakilOggeSts to us, oursory thinking about it, wait
thatlifespan,inaxiinurn lifespan, has some 40ibility to it. If the data
are cartot, ancl.thire are people-who are 140yegre old, that means that
theit,are:Circuinstances,under which people Bari including that
nutrition. and eniironment_whieli.can extend, maximum lifispan from

What .we know it in this country, to,be to 40 percent more. That gave us
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. 'some hope that the kinds of reseiirch being 4e on. aging ast a
phenomenon has a prophecy. . . . ..

Mr. SARASZN. In that particular situation you see a stretching out of
okl age or do you see a stretching mit:Oink:idle age!
. Mr. GORDON. Do you mean in the period from 100 to 140!

Mr. SARASIN. I guess if you get to:1100Fou are safe: . .
Mr. GORDON. I 'can't. answer that! I do not know the Answer

::-.
obviously. --

You are, not going to stay a 60-yelir-o-ld for 100 years. Clearly there ,
is going to be _deterioration at the time, I believe. Even though some
of the researehkrs that are truing to get at the basic fundamental cause r

. for aging feel that their work has the potential not only for arresting
aging, bute0en in some. aspects reversing it. - -

tIn other words; bringing back into production certain cells that have.-
been taken out of production. That's a v iew that is not well apt:warted
by many people in the field, but nevertheless there are people who feel
that there is even that potential for reversing. I don't hold much hope.
for it personally. . :.

, I would tend to think of biolobeal iorsus Chronological aging. That.
. is kind pf the stretching out where we extend middle age for longer .,
periods of time as diseases are cured and we find more of, the reason
for aging. Thed, of course, toward maximum age, as We approach that,

',...whatever that becomes then the aging process, TAelieve, is an inevita-
bilitv for us. i- 4 , :1:

, 31-r. Stitaix. Are there areas iiiihe world where just the opposite
of your experiences _ :.---..

ilr. Gortnox. Where people die younger/ ---- \I '
31,r. &gust* Where people die very ydung andhot because of a pure.

.ppverty situation. $
1 r. GORDON. I might mention that our consultants in this study

rea y required us in'one of our early discussions to add a scenario for
a Milted States.

e had been talking about until that timeabout extending cur- .
practice, adding new kinds of biomedical technologies_, curing of

f ag , -..: : .thertechniques that would-have the feet of
increasing `fe expectant. They that we add:one in which life
eifpeetancy would diminish intheshoit term. ' . . -

I.As the resulrOf ennronmental degradation and other factors to see
hat the consequencei of that would be on demography and social eon-

, so they were much concerned when they made that suggestion to
that there was at leastn possibility-that despite medical-advances

d despite increased know,ladge about aging, the society that wt have
BuiltI tint for onrselves and I view that in the. broad context, the environ 110

in which society operates might have the effect Of desquaring the
curve, causing a decrease in life expectancy, So there is that possibility. .

As for specific examples in the world I'm afraid I don't heave that ,:
infoIrmationq'Theris are Oates, in. the United rStatis wherp certain
dikases are more prevalent than other plaices, and that has been well

.publicized; ,- - . , : A . .

Mr, Seitamia. Aside-from WO diseases: do Ton- think the realities
would' be. thab we would 'see athlete:we* m retirement age-and social
se'curit,.for example! There h been a Miggestion made,and I haven't

;,liatlii chance, to look at it very Arefilly, but if the age be raised from.

---f ' . 4. . -

. ' .
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ft-to-6 andahati_otiourse, has immediately drawn an outcry of-how 7,

Comb' hatl4sM °Idthat not in fait; be*Iiitie,i . .
Mr; einu562411; ant,to ake;, a ilistincffori,b4iwIri age at which:

1- .. Peofde iriaw porikods:ntork.,-. , t or snot* and)-01-ctiremot age.
It is,eaiy.riimizghlo Of °4-:;. oiv4beh3leoplez dr)a,:w peasioache-cause

there are pwptpaykiis *On il.thkgesult of that and basitin_then.
. is an equqb% th :at 14. peOlde di .pensions to retiremerit.

ale whei.111 Milky at liapp lapIople.:firaw Pensions and then et
other jobs M. MAys,". :mowlkere or. (to ixdifferent Leiria of mirk.. So
if we are talki -about nitiremer& in 1 se`of not, working any -
more, I think° Aluakighwill irio* . , -.,

With respect ftiag`swit-Whieli.fiittPinsioll are clraw.n, I think thit _ ..t
age_ Will incratiat._430411, en'd if hai-heiiefiiial economic consequengs .7

as ',suggested. ThpiitliOurit that "t listitoincivse is' rdatively inhfor
in oriler tot all ' ose traiSetiii .. . -... ,,,,, , c . ,.. ,. .

'We want** 'se el*,--, Yot ntleMen of hiig to search` for WilF. .e,,,
... / of de:. ate-With° -* .gU tortoyf e who arp.count4Ing on .

the,ea re/anon/44;4' -- k' . ,k : P .*: r. ' ,
..

-

Mr."B '"' 41-therpoint wetivill; V' Oseleniotscitizenirfo, L
havedem led their pojAfill'clo - -i-,-4, - '- ..- .. ii

rapid arntrato with
1111% $4.018iN'iktql

e i f. Ciiilki4s3
iiiii);61ViitollAifil rin:4Milettiost Trite ed,,betause, of,the .ter

- -

" '' , 4:4
'C.

' \ .. 34 r. 6-45 iiiit N .. Mr. Biaggi-1i billK4erert.,aa , - <.. iz

t., Mr. Bit oar. ilo,.Ilrn.70. ,- 4, ,... :1 ,, ,- 1,. , ...,:A..,...

Mr. Sam&r: ]?o you sae !rehtigini, pattern in dependency as pe "1

(mac older. I wonder if yoUtonldexPantIonthat? .,_.p - -
bin Goftoox. We define depencLanty,Rtioias thb ritibsy-fo thOlabor

,force to thelotal.population-size.. 4; 4 : ' '.' .4
We- assumed in our numb4as gem- iptry, info the labor force 7-

would not be, much changing so 'that 1numb4r_of the dependent
Who are young remains more or less petcontagewise.aslre now itoriciw.

"'' -Th-e-brieliiiiige-in-deperideney ratio-at the aged pleike'abeut not
because of the biomedlial technologies, but beeausrof-dihnges"t as--,-...

, .
Siimption about retirement age and the awing 4vaiv,ery.ja

...
We had seenarike'where dependency ratio. Ilroppedebe ow 1,, 6W,

-:e ample. As the Malt of delayed retiremerit,a$,I recaThthe numbers,
A le ependeney ratio dropped from where it,surrefitly is to belbw 1 .

ar-Whe we assumed that retirementiige would be delayed on the ot r of
5 y ts by the year MO. -It is about- that, AIWA-tot quite it, bu 's .

-,-at.....?. -'. *.

. . .r k..l s ob.? fli,. .. w, as dependency mtipilrops, the economy beeoines more vigorous.
''' - ruse there are more consumers, and .thy capability to produce in- -.--T ..

It creases beimpse there are more potenW workers. The question.Avhich _.... ,.
' ri6kis additional rcsejach, and *e sug 4 stecl this-resharch, isWhether / ;...

or not there will be jobs. Thht is a'ter lydifficiiltipiestion, but'a.key L. ; '.
question; to answer. The reason it is 4 cultand =yet key is as follows: '.1.

In sthia'same time period,. while life, is being extended throw the ,. t °.,.

I meelianisths I discussedove will also have increasing eutomati d :' -. 1
robotizationbeeause of athirices in electronics, for example. There will
be other social forces at work. fts.esample-t-particiPtifion of womerin'
the labor jor.0.4174-explet to he maintained tit a high level. Will there .

. --be -sufficielit jobs then in the,,presence of these kinds ofpliangea, --....

\ - t ''
r7 .. ., ....,_

. .

-. -, 4-
. .
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When we areflaying that the benefits of the Cleliyetl retirement are
so grent for the individual as «ell as fpr society, *will society be ablc,to
cow with f1 e work requirements? That, remains iiiians,w&ed, but nn- "
portant. And it is this which gives rise totheacpendency ratio. :.

4. Mr. SanAsrs:Do nu see any problem beyond that Tith.the current %;,,.
aetiop in Congress in removing the cap on retirement or just-raising .

it in the private sector'? ' ...,
,.

- '.
is

---ii
Mr. Gonne:NT. Well, I think that is a necessary atep and leads us eel:-

tainly in the direction that I min suggesting hero* - ''''' V. . .

When we did this study we prtsumed that such action woid7altbe taken'
because it seemed so inherently.,cbgical and unnecessary.: - ,..' Mr. Iliacoi. Congress will always be responsible.. ,,.. tr." .

Mr. ginasix..Thank you iog numb, Mr. Gordon. I think,youritesti-
mopy has been-m(15t enlightening for those of us on the committee.
. Mr. Chairman, thank you:. . ,- ' . .

Mr. B'lacei: Thank you. .. . . ., . ,

Mr. GORDON. Gentlemen, let me extend my invitation email slieutd , -,

you want additional information from that study or want tQ talc to uS - r
again, we would be delighted. . . 0 --

.14-
... i -

Air. BIAGOI. I am sure we will ilo go. ;
s
.

The next-witness is D. Harold- Sheppard. Dr, Sheppard is the
senior researcher for the 'Aiiierican Institutes forHesenarch and dirce-
toref the Center on Work andAging. Prom 1'930 to 1061,DL$heppard
was the research director and the staff director for the first Senate ,
Committee on Aging. He has written extensively oirnie ass he of work
and retirement. The books that he has written inch& Indisirial

AGerontology" a "Too Old T io Wbr, Tot5 Young:To Retire.. An-
ether bark, °T Graying of 'Working America," is in the psocess of
belpgpublishe 4 His works are considered classies irr thefield of aging.'

... -;
STATE/ ENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD, DIRECTOR; pigfrpt 021

WORN AND AGING, AN7fICAH INSTIZIITES POR 37.4EACH,
h wAsnracncis, D.C. . --- -,

. , ,
. . .

...
D. SIIEPPAIRD. I w ticome this oppiirtrinit,y to testify this morning, r.

Congressman, and ail Erfthe first points Ilvant to make is in tho 14st
. paragraph of my formal presentation which says: , '

.

intelligentOne of the primary purposes of indulging in e Portrayals of*Winit lies
in the future is to prepate society and Individurels now for the various kinds
and degrees of adjustment that will- Ito* to be made by the 'tune Mit faun*
becomes the presentFuturisto, is not it infandlataes exerette Soxdtiettantes
or abstract intellectiFis pursuing ideas for the sake of ideas. lff is atiiiirdispensa
hie, necessity for responsible decisionmakers who are eoncertied svitb the best

. ,
interests of,their 'society and economy. .. 0 .e ... _ .

.

SO I want to congratulate the committee for holding tliselcinds-of
hearing's and my major hope is that the members of this cdruntittee,4
when they act in their roles in the legislative committees as oppose" to
this committee, which is nonlegisintive, that they will 'apply the. view-,
points and facts and projections that are presented in, thpse hearings.

My summary.'comments regarding the future of agi,ngin',Arnerica _
. will 'focus primarily on the economic dimension, especially .regarding .

employment as requested by the subcommittee staff. Letme point out
that I am going to be dealing with this subject within sort of the:con-

*. text of three majer. criteria.

.;4 7 .... v.,

Y . 42 .,.
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One of them having to do with the composition of the demographic

changes; second, the costs, or to put it another way the supportive
capacity of the economy; and, third, that vague and intangible 'area
called -values, including the stress we put on -health in our society. I
don't think it is a fashion and it is nothing we are going to change. It
has great implications for this whole issue. -

We ar4 not talking here about waiting until a person hits 65 or 70 -

or 73 to improve his or her health, we are talking about improving
the health status of infants, teenagers, young adults, and middle-aged
people all of which then lead to a gfeater population of _people living
older than "we hid expected them to live." That's wlyat the story is all
about and some of the points I Want to concentrate on beret, .

It is fascinating that if you take a look at the Census Bureau projec-
tions for the population 65 and over just to the year 2000you.look
at the publications they put out in 1970, they said that in 2000 there
would he 28.8million people 65 and older.

. Then 5 years later they put out another report, it was a catching up
with the mortality rate changes and said, no; it is going to be 30.6
million. *Then within lrtz yonrs they had to come out with another
report which shows" that it is going to bein tpms of projectiont
now-41.8 million people 65 and over by the year 2000, ,

Mind you, some 7 years agoin fact ohly.5 years ago b4cause they
repeated the same figures in 1972only 5 years ago they said there ,

would be 28.8 Million people 65 and over.aira the most recent plrblica-
tioii froin the same Bureau says it would be 31.8..That's 3 million
underestimate just 5 years ago. I insist at the risk of being accused of
sticking my neck out too fir that that's going to be sort of a constant,
error phenomenon because we are not wiring in enough the improve-
ments in the 'natality rates at the upper ages.

_',Let me come back to the demographic development,_
Mr. moor. Would it also be another fact of the continued'impinve-

I-tient-0 health in -all ot.those zero, age zero writeup on some life
expeetaneyl , . ,

Dr:SHEPPARD. Yes. Well, the difference in the estimates done 5 years
ago versus now have to do with the fact-that mortality rates in the
upper age groups have declined primarily, which is the sort of thing
that Dr. Gordon mentioned, reduction in cardiovascular ailments as,-
tui influence on mortality and accidents and the cardiovaicular reduc.
thins that occurs essentially, if I am not mistaken, afriong.men. I Ivon't
get into many of the explanations for that, they have to do with some
of 'the:itenis that Dr. Gordon mentioned I will come back to them

. later. 7;'
I mentiOned that one of the-eriteriaI want ardeaUlith has to do

with the demography although I insist that the body count approach
the topic of aging is not suMeient: We also need ,to lciftw about the

changing social and cultural definitions of what is meant by "old."
WhatrisFineant by "aging" and the "aged." t

In `this connection I believe we are in the midst of a redefinition of
'what it'old and what is aging, It will not be. the first time in thd his-
tog of Western society. I had -occasion a few months.ago to read s,ome-
t giibout census data in Florence, Italy, in which "working age pop- .
u la on °filled at the age of 5."

A ybody over 50 then was called old and not by in large eonsidered
eligible to beeorking too decrepit. On the other end of the scale, re-;

2 orl
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) member in ou, r eNVII society 3:on lookedJat labor force statistics of :01

9. -
and 60 years ago the tables said "Population 10 and over engaged in

4J
the labor force." Now, it is 16 and over if you look at the Labor
Department ref orts ust a few years ago it was 14.

We are congtantry in the miast of redefinitions of wheels old and
What is the age at which people quote, "ought to be entering the labor

I force." .

/ Another thing, certain age groups in our society are beginning to
resist, kite.

b
labeled and therefore treated negatively as old, especially 9

insofar as that term evokes negative connotations. Before too many
years,come to pass. and I think king before the year 2025 it is quite
possible that persons 60 to 65, compared to the 60 or 65 year olds say

-of 10 or 20 year well not iteceDt the label again to the degree that
society, continues to use the term negatively. . . -

Some of the reasons, Or this have to do with the improvement in
educational levels, the discrepancy litiveen the people 55 to 64 vis-a-
%is their mean education today is not too different from the mean edu-
cational level of people 2.5 to t4 today, but if you go back just 10 years
ago the discrepancy *as much wider.

The other critic factor involved, of course. is the,health factor which
Dr. Gordon has mentioned to the degree that terms such as "old" and

, "aged" connote substantial detriments in physical and mentalsactivity.
The application of those terms is such persons will be more unrealistic
anll irrational thanThey are today,

One more point about this proposition of expression here and it i4-
one of my favorite obsessions in hobbyhorses.

/

t

, .

-
In terms of demography We simply have to get out of the statistical

. reporting and the linguistic habit ot using this category of a 65-plus
population. It is a sloppy category especially 'when carrying out not
only research, but policymaking decision regarding this geld or prob-
lems of aging:

An 85year old is not the same as a 65 year old any more than a45'
year old is the same as a 25 year old, at least not yet. Neverthelessi per-
sons 65 years old are lumped into the Same category as persons 85.and-
older in mest'of these statistical repo4ting Services.

Now,A have a table here, table on that indicates that the. 65 to 69
population as a proportion of f the total 65 -plus population in 1975 was
over 36 percent but by the year.20011 will go down to only 29 percent.
The' 'other end of the scale, take a look at the 85-plus population. In
1975 there Ives only 8 peicent of the A)tal 65-phis population but by
thesear 2000 they wiltraake tip at Jeast4 say, 12 percent of the total
so-called aged pOpulationF

say at le.)ist because I expect by the year 2000 We will find that we
have been today underestiinating what the final figure will be by the
year 2000.

in eh
Incidentally. betwben 1975,101d the year 2000 the number of pple
and.over will have increased by 206 percent. I don't think it is

more than 40 percent for theyoungaged" 65 to 69..
All of this means that the s6- called "older population" will be geline

older, not really larger. No30, one of the economic implications. of this
shift in the ase compositien_of the older population is that thesizist
supporting that population will be mounting to a level and at a :ate
higher than indicated by the typical ,studv that simply takes, tltpt 65-
phis population classificatidn and multiplied by some estiinat

4
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capita cost- to arrive /it an estimate of the total aggro ate cost to the
society and the economy of providing for that group. The cost will be
greater, in reality, and the gneitafut arises what steps are we taking now
to prepare fokthose -additional costs. .

An increasing population in the very Olt1 age group, those who I
think by and large we can agree cannot be expected on the whole to be
in the labor force will require additional expenditures. for a wide
variety df costly services and these will typically have to be borne, by
Federal, State, and local government tax sources.

IfT the future a lower proportion of this very old age group will have
children that could be counted on to support them and by the way, such
children as There will be will themselves be in their sixties. More and
more you are seeing 60-year-olds with 85-year-old parents

Mr. Bisom. But they will still be working?
. Dr. SHEPPAI1D [continuing]. Still alive. They will be forced to con-

timie working is the punch line in this whale address.
Asa rough index. tlft ratio of 60- to 64-year-olds through the 85-plus'

population will be changing dramatically.
Can we expect those 60- to 64 -year -old children to be able to pay for

much of the support sera ices for their even older parents especially if

'
we continue current retirement age policy, if most of those 60- to 64-
year-olds are retired and are out of the labor force.

Can we afford to be coinplacent now, I mean working out projections
. of various payroll taxes and taxable salary basis as well as cost es-
t imates'nf.private pension plans. Only 23 years from now, never mind
20-25 which is nearly 50 rears from now, those projections do not tat
nu° accoukt't he increased aging of the 65-plus population classification.

.Thje <piestiod is especially critical if current retirement age policy
previfils or if retirement at even earlier ages than now prevalent is
characteristic of the time between now and the year,2000.

Trom an economic standpoint, the cost of supporting a growing popu-
. lation of nonworking persons 60 to 65 andolder will have to come from

the working population. and would require an ever-growing economy
with a prodiftve capacity providing the resources for that support.

am not as optimistic. apparently. as Dr. Gordon is on the future
.. of our productive capacity and I don't thinkwhen you take a look

at productivity, rates of productivity increase for example, at least
since 'World War IL and`table 6 indicates that, you find that dnring
the most recent past years the annual average productivity increase is
one-half-of that of the post-World War II period and it suggests that
the growth in the capacity may not be commensurate with the needs.
The future of aging in America as in other industrialized societies is in
a very large part contingent on the future of our productivity hale.
That will be determined in turn. but the costs of such important Rafts
as (-hurray and resources in that future, eqts which will grow not only
heetitisc of any shortages. but also b.:waits° more countries that arc
beeloning to compete wit us for access to and control over whatever
that cupply will be. .

Numbers of people. to repeat. are nott he only consideration involved
in this. Forte:temple. theo-called older population, as they reach what
we now call, retirement ageoceept retirement incomes at a leveltypical
of retirement incomes today. even if measured as a proportion of pre-
retirement for example. the remaining working .popti-

01:6334-04--1
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latiOn continue as in the past to hOnor the social .contract between
generations? .

,
Now, this brings me to one of the points made in the summary report

by the Futures Group, namely, that the tivereke retirement age may
have to be delayed to prevent great economic problems. Even withopt
any radical life extensions.

Mr. BIAC.Of. Doctor, I would Hid to interject at-this point, in deal -
ing with the premise that you made in the light of what we have .

learned as a committee. and it may not be in fact sustiineds.and that'..
is that people will be retiring at 60. In fact: you were prescneiellen
we referred to the legislation that the IIonse just passed niiichishould ; .,
abolish mandatory retirement. All the indications are Nig people
will work, if they are peamitted to seork beyond the stec2(pted age,'
and the impact on the economy will not be as latgeit#imistiggest. .

I believe that in 'light of the ever - increasing life expectancy thot
adjustments will be made in the pension system ; that adjustments will '
be made in entire retired income area as a natter of absolute necessity
and as a matter of lope. . .

If we sfay at the current status, the current acre then I would agAa.. 0t t the.bripstewoold be inonothental. . s. .. ..,,
r. SHEPPARD. The legislation you are referring to passed by the :

II use and .wt are proving that the Senate will pass it, doet make a.
s -Ardent in the problem. I am all ht favor of it. The number of peo- t,

p c who actually wait to retire,until the. iniindatory.retireinent-oge. is ,
not very great, but it still increases, therefore, the opportunity for ' -.

those who want t9. and are able to work beyond that so-called vim-
hu igilv age. to work. - , . , - ..-...' . ...,...

Mr.I5.1,om ' -. You are right. . . .
Dr. SHEPPARD. The critical issue. T believe, is the issue of early re-

.

tirement prior to 65, That's going to be the issue and that is the hotter
potato to deal with these days because that gets into some issues in-

' volving the desire of pegple to retire arearly as 60.'It gets'into issues .
and I thmk.141y11.1 change attleast tit State and local,governmentlevels ,
because part of their pension problems have to &with early retire=
ments but without any actuarially redliced pension. .. .

The sable thing. in the private pension fiel,cr. A Bailer's Tritst study 4...,

recently showed and from Me to 1975,I.bnlieveMiere ivaS an inerene
in the.number.of plansawith rather, early retirezitent ana"with no ac- ...
filarial' reduced pension le vel..This can't go on forever especially when
yon are-in a demographic societY. 6

lfr. BIAGGI. Well, Ithink the_wligle pension picterc is being re. '
yiewed across the: board and it is like killing thd:goose that hod the , , ....
golden egg. It is going to blow up in mu faces. But we have had 'testi'
mony win& eonfirms *hat you. have stnted that many. people retire
before the maximum age. . . . . .

Now. the iiitestion was do they do tliat so they *prepare foroonie-
thing else rather than just be seat out to pasture? -

prepare .
i Dr. SnserAno. Welli4his is the fascinating area of resetkeehtenn-
k. troversy iunong.resettrehers. ."here is one group that concentrates on

the role of raising the retired social security benefits as an indeceinent
for the legal labor 'force. I think concentrating on such factors as
health status, previous unemployment experience, and the nature of

,.. ;
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the work they are performing, the lousier the job, eyed if it is pa lug
$6 an hour; the_greater the desire to get the blank out of there and-
r hit ve done some empirical work among workers on that:

People as young as 0, if they, are in ajob that is called unenric ed
. or tlepiived in terms of ntrinsic content, I think something like 50"

pi.rcent of.them in my study said they would retire immediately if
. they could be sure ofgetting enough money as opposed to the same '''
ago group working in 'much bptter. jobs, all blue collar workers
incidentally. ,

. ., I ant very much interested in this whole, field of improving quality
of workli fe. not only because .of productivity 'reasons, but because I
think it will have 9,n impact cattle retirement rate, however impercep-
tible, but everything will help. ..

I also think that rine of these demographic foam themselves such .' .
as an increase in percentage of tie young-old with porents still alive -

will be a factor, retarding-Jhb difrrent trendloward early retirement.
I still haven't looked enough, however, into the research done by'the
economists who concentrated on the role of social security 1.*nefits and
even private pension benefits as ineentire to get out of the labor force.

- Nov.l as you know, there are sonic countries which at various times
and- fer economiereasons have given incentives to people to stay in
the labor force. Norway, for example, the last time I looked this up
,Tives a s-percent. bonus to workers siim will colitinue working, per: 4,

. year, after the ageof 67.
. Now, we have something like that under social security.:a big 1-per-\ ' i

...,..
t cent Bohus which I don't think.anybody.knows about' itnd which isn't'

'0 `-' . enough anyway to,induce workers to stay in the labor force. ....,

:14;

ffaff,.

411....-

By the way, I'd.love Congress to fimIdaut how many workers really '',.

know these is that 1-percent, quote "bonus. to stay in the labor force- f
file: each year after 65." .

Finally, 'Congressman. because so few People Iliiv,e come to our side,
I wand to indicate iny genera4,4?port for the statement made, and
that. is certainly_the intent.of the statement madey the Secretary
.of Commerce, Juanita Kreps, who started a lot of fuss when she made.

4reme statement in recent weeks.
I don't know how many people know that she is one of the greatest .

.v-..experts in the economics of a.ging. That wasn't the publicity given to
30. her when she was nominated and confirmea, but we worked together

in the field. We are either eoaiithors souaturally I base to come td
her defense. , . . - 4 , .

.
. . The realeliallenfre ts how do we move toward thailaYItow do we. ., .

ituiplement4lievprocess-of_raisitig.average retirement age]' I gidn'Csay -.
.. ,'It,,.u. going to be (lone in some cute:simple ineautnistic manner, I Mit

. qunceaware of all of this institutional obstnelwand emotional reaction'
- 7.* afliat, but I also 84.y,in my. prepared statement thaf before the end ''' .

. of this century people '-i% ho will he awing towald what ire call ye-
tiring age will take another look.at the economic dimelisiiin,.nek.er ..pirs,
mind the psychological Side, tirnItalirg?"1IeY, cOn I afford to retire at v-t.60 and liveffoi. another 17 or 184ears on the pension level I am. not ,..,.-

so same will continue-to keep. tiierIti half the style to which rwant to '
lie accuSternedr . ' . .3/414' ...s. ,

i -

Mr. S.timsi".. Are you saying then that .there is. a group case to be.
made fof increosing.the retirelnent age for social security?

'xi
kt-
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Dr. SHETPARD. Yes, I'm not saying I know how it can be done jun-
niediidely, but once we recognize the need then I think we should put
our brains to work on developing the iniplementational side.

()tie point I ant to emphasize is that it all comes-down to the in-
eon' fact t t for most of us unless we chose millionaire parents
or won a precious ttery ticket, employment is and will continue to be
the best way of assuring an adequate income. Given the joint effect
of zilch factors as demographic change, progress in health status, infla-
tion, sluggish growth in the ploductive base of an economy. includ-
ing 'the growing costs of providing energy and resources to Maintain
that productive base and the growing recognition of the constitutional
and moral grounds for not 'using year of birth as the condition for
makiv hiring and retirement decisions for older Americans, rri
scenarn) Or the future of aging It America would include a gradual

O but definite shift in ageat-retirement policies in the United States,
towards raising average retirement age. ,

I{dso think, incidentally. thatother industrialized countries like our
own will bean the throes of revonsiderins and changing age-at-retire-
ment practices and for the same reasons.' e

Now; there are other alternative futures but I am not going to men-
. tion them here unleSt there is more tinie,:but there are more Strange

41..oviail and I don't think they are going to take place. They are just
cuteloliseuss but not **laic" enough realistically.

Mr. &Am. Thank you, Dr. Sheppard.
The Secretary of Commerce, Keeps. certainly made a very provoca-

tive suggestion when she, indicated we might have to raise the age of
eligibility for social security to 68. I want you 'to know that it has
reverbentions around the World and I mean literallY around the world.
' Dr:51E17mm. I was in it plane to Europe when I read it, yes.

, Mr. IVACO'. Thattsliterally around the world.
What is interesting ts that she has that background and it is

amazing,-- . . . :
Dr. SHEPPARD. May I mention'ention also, Congressmap..,that she shared a

verrsignileant study that ties in with what the Futures Group has
done for the National Science Foundation.en the implications of the
stationary population for the aged bf America and I would recommend
that the staff get ahoy of that report It is a series of important sig-
niifieant economic doemneats.as part of the total and part of which we
yelied on. in.writing our -book on the .coming crisis in retirement age

.,--policy in America, that book you referred to called "The Graying of
Ainerica,"Itis a very inniortant document:, .

.. This is another indicatton ,of her background in this field.
- 'Mi. Bin*. You raised 'the mint that also has to deal with the im-

.. Eiet,
the potential' impact of that point. It would seem to me that we

a* pension systems, that is said sicurity and health ,grog ms and
they might well beleopardized with the increased lifet:igectOicy.,

!today the elderly. I think are competentan the knowledge that these_ systems are productive even though perhaps not as ade(rale me, they
-, ..,_-r. Inigh.11aw do you think thejiwould react or let me put it rdifferent

.wa f., Can_ the elderly of tomorrow feel as secure ? *..

. Di. SHEPPARD. That's a toAgl* question. That..s a profound question.
think--.-4--t.., , - ,,.:,-, .. v *: . - .- - ,so. -

'Mr. Briicei, I ania05ing it of's nun of:depth: ..... .

,.
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Dr:SsiXrgaazi. Thankyou. I'll stick my neck out again.
If you are, talking about People in their Sixties, early siities--
Mr. BIAGGI. Well, they are middle aged.
Dr. SHEPPARD; They are middle aged now, right.
The very old, let's say arbitrarily 10 and p5 or older, I behave again

it comes down to different contingencies. If wehave a productive capac-
ity which includes, I believe the necessity' for involving many of the
people in the labor force whom we:have not considered being in the
labor force today, those young aged, I think they can look forward to
a great deal of security.

I might point out and I should have said this at the beginning, Ieto
have my valued bias as follows': I am concerned that we provide a
tirulyresetable and humane level of living for the-truly aged of thig
country. The only way that I can see that we can guarantee that and I
guess, !f you want to, you can say I'm speaking of my own future, I'm
worrymg about my own future when I get 84 or 85 it will require that
there be this large productive base of people working to make possible
that humane level of living when I get into my eighties, eightp-five.

concerned aboutthat generatiOn of people who will ,reach that age
long before I do_is how I got into this field, before I started reaching
upper middle age.

So given that scenario then. I isr oulasaY they have nothing to worry
about, but again it assumes or requires thgt we make some basic policy.
ehanges regarding retirement age,and it assumes that we- will not get
too far down the level of that support base t am talking about which
reallydependson access to energy and resources but iint too exorbitant
a cost.

Mr. Biotin. I perceive, as I listen, in the year 2025 a very large seg-
ment -Of population being elderly and almost with relation to -that
soeialized Utopian approabh b government becauSe I don't.think the0 pritrate sector can deal with it, so th6 responsibility will he govern-
ment's to deal with those elderly, frail elderly, if yen will, the non-
workiikelderli.

deny.
think it' In rbe'atavmendous burdeh but it is one that we tarot

Dr,. SxEPr tna.I would fibs to believe that we will be willing to share
with the nonworking elderly which means perhaps a redaction in the
rate at which we arethe working populations including our material

because we might.have to make a few little sacrifices. To
liome people4bey.mighehe considered 'major; only one .car instead of
two andthingslike that. ., .

.:16.Sanasix: Will the Chairman yield?
. Mr. Br or.elres: , .

SAitism. Whet do you see as the impact not on the frail elderly
population but, on the younger working population who look at thit,
,pfesTieet:,That is something we are really not paying anrattention
to either.Are fhey going to be?willing to make Him sacrifices t

Sizerrien. nave been fristritted, Congressman, in trying to get
InfOrnigiion from any snivey group that has already done that work:.
I havebiealfibre frusrcikezrin my efforts to get some researchmoney
w.a0-itmlyselt: , . .

I Should mention, if no not mistaken. the American Council on.
Life Insiiritnee however, has been doing a;pries of periodie,snrveys

st.
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rthat partly gets at this issue. They ha e been doing them periodicaelly.
and they have It by ate groups.

I am further interested, however, what wduld happen to those
opinions if you had some orientatio rprbgram about what this all
means instead of just knocking on sbmebody's door and saying : "Hey,
are you willing to pay $150 more starting next yearto take care of that
increased aging population and maybe'$300 the next year and so on."

I mention specific dollar figures because'I have seen some studies
like the one done by Lou Harris for the National Council on Aging
and I serve on that research advisory committee, which asks them sort
of vague questions like: "Do you think the American population
should support the older pgulation?" Now, who is going to say "no"
to that/

Mr. Buicoi. the dine. comes to pay.
Dr. SHIPPARD Well, they didn't get specific enough, that's right.

Are you, willing to pay more than you are _paying now out of your
take-home pay to provide for the elderly. You have to be specific as
to the dollar =bunts or as &proportion of income.

Mr. BrAqat. I get a rising sentiment from young people.who don't
'see any reward or benefit from the moneys they are contributing at
their early age and they look forward to decades of contribution with
no benefit and many of them choose not to enter the social security
system. . is

Dr. SITEETARD. Do you mean they have an option?
- 'Well, they haven't been trying.

Dr. SZIEPPARD If they have the option they don't choose to enter it.
Well, again I would likeI would hope that the Social Security

Administration_ start a pithlic education. prokram *bout what is so-
cial security, what is it all about and how does it finance and-rinean
tell it the way it is. Also, if I may just add another point; I think a lot
of the emotionalism and controversy about the socallechest or earn-
ings test is partly .due to the Misunderstanding among the American
people about the nature and the original purpose of the retirement test
andI fault the Social Security Administration for not adequately.edu-

t eating the American people. about why it Was put in in the first place
and why it has to be kept in even though you might change the dollar

But my mainpoint is that I feel that we are in store for or at least
we have the need for a massive public educational proms, alri about the
nature of .the social security system and pa.rtly to.,dela the fears. I
know one study I saw by the Council of Lif&aisursince showed a
rather large percentage worried about.the status of thelocial security
systems. If I am not mistaken, the younger the age 'group, certain' of
the age groups are makingthO greatest fear. They ought to confirm
*hat they.are saying.

Mr. SARASIN. They would snot be ible to be paid by the time they
Came around? ,

- Dr. Siriremin. Well, they know-that It is based on transfer of pay-
ments from the working population* the time they are retired then
they ougheto 'cOncerriecLabout malting sure that there are a lot of
-people working to pay for their pensions.

Back to my original theme or sermons
-.

v
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Mr. Smarm. Just with that kit comm
working population should be concern
of people working wtrenthey retire.

Where do you seelthese jobs comi
there is a great deal :of pressure h
government jobs, which is ano
that you can provide all of th

-i-ge ttt taxpayers' expense. I just wont. problem or even part of the
more to create an incentive f

Dr. SIIEPPARD. Well, if
man, I think we hive to
of either. I happen to
tabled put out iv. the C
employment aid tra'
Partiatent, it ows
sector as th resu
goods and se Ic

From 196 t
,kinds of st
of growth

.and servi
activities

Now,
I dra
Priv)3
also

C

1
-

t when you say that today's
hat there be a large number

from, and I ask this because-
to somehow provide all of these

transfer payment with the idea
jobs for people, productive jobs at

r if you see that as a solution to the
ution or if we should 'be trying to do

jobs in the private sector/
n give a wishy-washy ahswer? Congress-

oth, but I don't think we are doing enough
lieve that in looking at some input-output
cree Department that were published in the

'rig report to the President by the Labor De-
e number of jobs directly created in the-private

of purchases hy..State and local governments of
from the private sector.. rten they started doing thes kinds of statistics or these

2 thrOUgh 1975.aDa 1976 it shows that the greatest rate
c

mate sector jobs can be traced to the purchase of good.s
y Statetand local governments, greater than in the other

ing on that help Make private sector jobs.
re is a balance *that has to be struck, but one of tile lessansf

f pa, that kind of analysis is that if .we do want to help the
s' or, maybe we ought to help the public sector a little." am
f of a lot of ale private - direct emploYinent incentives for

ting more jobs as well as some of these tax changes that help
ash p basing power. I.won't get into the question of how do you do

iat wi out aggravating inflation problems. Maybe we will just have
to rink' our minds -which is more impilrtant. , ,

I ha e been, in this conneption, working as a sort of technical adviser
for_k_Committee:of Economic !Development, a group a businessmen
who are coming out with a report soon on problems of disadvantaged
workers including older workers. That's basically why I'm on that out-
aide consul tgroup staff.

. These thi are among the recommendations, the mix e! recom-
mendation by that group. Incidentally, that is a:business group and
they came out in favor of abolishingI think I am saying this before
I am supposed te, it is not released yet. Of the recordthey are coming
out ;for abolishing mandatory age despite groups like. the Business
Roundtable and the Chamber of Commerce and so on. SO don't let them ,

', stare' you, those other omits..
Mr. SARUM When you can point to the* figures that indicate the ,.

groivinkstablei of the governments that are doing snore in purchasing-i-
lapin private .Sector, thatare you saying then that:that is 0e, red-
594 tDfuid more people to the pitblie sector employment roles/ Is it their
purchases or the purchasesf gqvcrament itself! ,

4

Dr. Sin:IVA-RD. It is the purchases of the government of goods and
services from the {private seccort. .

Mr: &want. You are-not talking abouegovertiment employees!
' Dr. SIILTPAIID. 310; I'm not. alking aBout the effect of purchasing_

weriif the ipdividuals: .6 6'
I..1'

9 .. *
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Obiiously there is a balance that h to be struck. I don't think ire
have reached the balance.

I mention this statistiealfinding, because we have been in-
dulging too much of either/or thinking that is, is either the private
sector or the publt sector that we are go g to invest in and that help-
ht one hurts tether. It is not complete y true if these figure,,, mean
anything andl hope they mean something.

There is arlother aspect to this though, 4 ongressmap. There ,is an-
other alternative future: namely, maybe we would hare to hare more
work sharing if worse comes to worse. I don like to think of that. so
that we have less inequity in the distributi n of job' opportunitie-
among the generations and I am certainly ag. inst using die date of
birth of a terson's birth certificate' as a erit ".ion for determining
whether he or she shoulcibave a job, back to the i andatory retirement
are issue.

Mr. SARASIX. Yes.
How do ymi define work sharing?
Dr. SHEPPARD. Well, there are a variety of patterns here and. ain,

one of the best documents I have been is an internal ocuinent of the
Labor Department:

There are spme experiments going.on in Wisconsin, oo, which the
Labor Department is keeping tabspn.

People working saw. 30 hours instead of 0 hours a 1 some age
groups perhaps splitting it 50-50. Some of the reduced flex hue work-
places involve more than one person working in whit r qecl to be
called one person's job. More Voluntary part-time employ:1i t and I
'emphasize the word f"voliintary" and large part of that ma ket for
voluntary part-time work is in the upper-age group. That is a railing
they bare grime other resources.

I think we areDr. Gordon mentioned' some other scenarios in olv-
ing also this notion of intermittent in-and-outof the labor fore he
called them sabbaticals. Since Dr. -,Tuanitti.K.1.eps hak been ,writ
on that for abont4.5 years herself end is veryoutteli interested in tai
I .reallv am in' no position to futurize about What those pattern
will bc't when it conies work sharing. It might be a temporary
phenomenon. (7-

Mr. SARMIX. Doctor. if larger numlierq of peopkihare more time
for themselves. what is the.. future of vollintarism? Will this be a

_growing sector of our culture and how many services will be offered
thOngli that ineans? J

Dr. Slir.reArtn:If you had told me you were going to arslz me that
question Livonia have come:prepared for an answer.

What.xou. are saying is if more peogle have more time will there
be gteatex\epportuntiy for voluntarism, So far thare-hcen working
on -the philosophy that the list of our unmet ne ls in this eO'untry is
so,great. that we can use all the volnnteerseJean get our bands on.
At tha same time, a Jot of those Unmet needs 'should be filled 1w the
people lm need the monty. they should be performed or parried out
y,tlte peonle who need theAdney and that comes out tojlie ism% of

ohs for'income reasons.' . ,

in. I think there if): enough in it for both the, true strictly.
clefi volunteer who-does not work for irfi" income is opposed to the
pattib rson who voluntarily works pint limo but for meow.

.
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I am in the itiidstOf another project for the Department of Labor
trying to find out if wore conies to worae what are All the unmet
public. needs? We are doing this by going to local communities and
every time our field staff comes back our list gets longei and longer.
I have told them to stop. .

Mr. SARASIN. Are you running into the practical problem Of the
public service unieWthe of her organizations that ire out there saying
you can't do that work with either low-paid or this type in receiving
people, you must meld them into the work force which is there. De you
see that problem?

Dr. SHEPPARD. Well, this project we are not taking for it so we,
have not found it. but naturally being actiKe in dile ficld of research
on public employment we have run acro:s that argument and the
argument of substitution which is a serious problem certainly when
State and local goverunients are in gitat fi,eal troulk it is hard for
them toit is ]lard to criticize them for filling say a traffic ticket,
givertoiter, a position with a new person after.having laid.off some-
one who has been doing. that for 5 years. It is hard to criticize them
for wanting to use that money and instead of rehiring that formerly
employed person. But that's what's called substitution problems.

Mr. SARAMT, We see that a lot in the CETA program and also the
Welfare Reform C'Ommittee whieh ig get into this area of sub-
mitting pant four jobs and ,what kind of lobs are they going to be
which has yet Wenn nswered. by the way.

Thank you, Mr. C.hilirman.
S4EPPARD. WeIrD getting into toda y's problems instead of the

future and you don t want to worry about today's problems., _

Mr. BIAGGI. We' have been joined byIlie gentlelady from New Jersey,
Congreiswoman Helen Meyner who is a most valuable member of this
committee and she provides the balance in the gender

valuable
this committee

today in its more humane approach.
Mrs. MEryzit. Thank you,Mr.
Speaking of gender I wanted to talk about women in the future.

We know that more and more women are joining tlie..work force, it
has doubled recently. We know that women.usually,ontlive men, the
statistics are very high and I asaume that ellerly 3von-wilirmike up
a big part of the working segment. Arc there any implicationsto this.
Have you thought about how this fits 'in_to flirt future -Is there any-
thing specific that we should be looking at or tfiinkingsbeut t

For example I know that women on.social,wierityget less benefits
than men. That is an infinity that' e are t -rinigAreorreet. Mme
members, labor force avid do get equi of jobs

Dr. SHEPPARD. Well to the degree:that they have hem ,

they do get into wit commensurate pay, a of that discaney--
shnnld disappear.

My focus lias_been primarily on the faet:tliat-irr-tliiii tory old age
group T talked about earlier,_say the 8a ii gree) that are dispro-
portion/41y going to bc women. and I haven't played around with
any calculations. but certainly by the year 2n00. 423 waits from now. we
ere-telkinft nen now in their sixties, we can't expect them
to have had m (irk exrierihice as the basis for having adequate
social security inc ne, Many of them will be widows and they don't
get completely the me amount as before when their husbands were

39-354-78--5
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alive. So the challenge of supporting Mint ever-growing very old
population which is getting bigger Alin filiey thought it wouldget, that
waspart of my earlier prebentation, the challenge that is going' to be
even greater when you. keep in mind we are talking disproportionately
about women.

.

One other aspect of women lit the labor force that I would like to
mention and that is i-hen, many of us talk about this change in the
demographic composition and use these arbitrary categories; the work-
ing age populationversus nonworking age popilationito get a depend-
ency ratio, it is very often pointed out that the rising labor force
pieticipating_gge of women will be an offset to much of the early
retirement pheng7inelitni mid tht large number of old people who retire
and they don't die.

I have not seen the study yet that indicates that the rate of increase
has come to the point when it will be a complete offset. In fact, one
of the' recent reports by: the Congressional Budget Office on the

roblems of social security makes
etely on this rising participation.
e support costs. That's another

your question or not?
five made some good points. It is

e situation will be' by the year

ory that 'had taken place in 1970
2025.

omes fdr the aged in California
taking life contracts at' the time

rately, these are women.
peaking for the home has had to
negotiate the contracts. the life
s these women are living "too

d they can't afford to keep su*
microcosm of what I think is

short-term and long-term 1nancin
. the point that we cannot count co
rate to he a complete offset to
dimension I think is important.

I'don't know if I have answered
'Mrs. May,,NEL Yes, I think you

a little early to tell,. really, what
2000. Thank yoik. - t .

.Dr. Siff:Minn. Can, I give one s
and. 1977 initead of the year 2000

There is fir 'iydtem of church-run
ich fmaices itself primarily by

e person enters the home, prepo
Recently the ,home or the church
to court asking for the right to

ntracts because among,. other, rea
ng".,longer than they expected a
rtijig them. /419 w, that is just

. METAL Can a man livti.toO l ong, Dr. Sheppard!
Dr. SEMPPARD. Well, I am using t words "too long" in quotes.
Mr. Bia0GT. On that point them w s some testimony, I do not know

whether you were here. Dr. Shappar or Dr. Gordon, but there; was a
Marked reduction in deaths on. the art of men, now the question
thit eame to my mind was is there a rresponding increase in deaths
in he same cause among the wome

Dr. SFrEprmio. Well, I have the fi ores in here- but
'3,fr. BMW. My thinking is now that they are out in the work

force in larger number and that they are subjected and exposed to
the,stresses and Strains of the men ilho are providing these women
with a life of comforV.

Dr. $1.11WPARD. I want to believe th t there is another positive di-
mension for the women's liberation in ement, namely, that some of
.the work ifiess will be iedticed, but I ave not seen it yet lit least in
my oivu priVate life..
',1See appendix 1, p. 68 for Dr. ghepiard'iprepared statement.]

Me. BTAGOT. Thank you very midi, Dr. Sheppard.
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Our next\,\Vitness, Mr. Patrick Murphy is currently presidelit of
the Police Amndation in Washington, D.C. Patrick -Murphy ,34.1 a

, ... career poliman. In 10.1.5 he entered the New York City Police De-
4 ''partment as a patrol officer, that was 3 years after entered it. He

was morempeeesqful. lie became the police commissioner at that time.
.Ile introduced innovation. when innovption was an operation other
than the norm, and he distinguiOiedlimself internationally-'as the

result of his executive abilities. (

Ile has also served as the chief police executive in Srew York City,
Detroit. Washington. and Syracuse. In 1968 he was appointed by
President: Lyndon Johnson to be the first Administrator of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration. I am delighted to see 'my old .
friend and colleague. . ,.

.:

STATEMENT OP PATRICK MURPHY, PRESIDENT, POLICE

I
POITDATtON, WASHINGTON,' D.C.-,

.... ,
Mf. Mummy. Thank.,-you very mucks. Mr. Chairman. The job has

gotten tougher since you and I walked the streets. .
;Mr. BIAGGI: k understand. .

-
Mr. Munpny:. Ii. Chairman. I am honored by the Invitation to

appear Wore the distinguished subcommittee looking into the topie,
"Aging in the World of Tomorrow." . -:-Yothing this Congress ran do and nothing that we who work in )

criiniiial justice can do that is more impel/alit than assuring the wel-
fare and particularly the safety of older Americans. The Nation's
older citizens have earned the right to be sa fe and secure on the streets
and in, their homes. . .

As one who bits had the privilege of serving as Chief Police Ad-
ministcator of four American cities. I have witnessed. those occasions
of tragedy when Oiler Americans were the victims of decepticm, fra9d,
burglary, and viorent Crime. Nothing can be more wrenching for an
oldiir person than to, be the tietim of crime or.to suffer the fear of
crime brought on Ili: An attack on his friend or neighbor. As presi-
dent of the Police Noundation I have been able to observe how little
research exists on the problem of crime and the elderly. -.,

So today I iun'pleased to have the opportunity tooliseuss the prob-
. ion of crime anthe elderly and to speculate about what the future

holds both in ernis. of the severity of the problem and bf the needs
of local, State. and Federal services to respond to th,at_problem. _ .. --1--,

I commend the subcommittee for its approadi in these hearing. Al-
thoiigh the prediction of thfuture is (Bilk% it .is well worth tho
effort if by doing so we can help prerent,unnecessary human suffering.

You have asked 4hat I review projections of the population of older
Americans in the early !list century and forecast their possible im-
plications for'erime Ind the need for police services. With the help ..

of the Police Foundation staff, I haye completed such a, review and
have found .thal many unanswered questions stand between. us and

. /anv ioliable opinion 'on. what the future will bring. -

the demo,graphers estimate that the number mid percentige of
citizens 65 years of age and older will slowly increase ietwoon now
and the end of the century going from 10..r,pereent of the popula- _

tion in 1975. to 1.2.2 percent hillte.y&.ar 2000. The next quarter centu

.\..
f.. 4.. 4,
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will see a much larger increase reaching 17.2;percent;of the popura-.-.
turn in 2025. .. ,

From these nuiwbers one could forecast that the antunt of crime
wainst the elderly would increase proportionately. Howevert tie prob- s.

- le is. more complex than thatCrimes are disproportionately corn"- ' ..
mitte by young persons between the ages of 15 and. 24. To see -the, .

whole pi ire, we would need .to know how frog young people there ..
will be in opulation, but projections of younger populations are ,
much harder make because birth rates for the decades ahead are" ki
unpredictable. ,

. . '.
rlieite is reason to lieve that the munber'of young persons in the

°general population evil AL:crease significantly between noi, and 190.0
- though the number and p portion of inner -city young people is
likely to fall much more sloe -. The predicti91s beyond the short-
term are speculative. , . 1.

Perhaps though. neither the num r of older persons nor Ole fium-
ber 4'young persons would have a ciitical beitting on the nature of
the future crime problems of the elderly. Thkevidence we h4ve about
the problem that now exists suggests that: '."--: L.

.
One: Crime is not a problem for all older persons, National nit- " °

timiFation studies show that in general, older people are less likely
than other persons to be the victims of crime. 1 -. ._

Two: The problem occurs in large cities. in particular P4rts a those
cities. often transition neighborhbOdswhere large numbers ofi Older....
people live side by side frith large numbers of young mople. T'ypvalli. -O.&
there are few middle-agwl _persons to maintain a balAern.nt on r, In -
these neighborhoods thellderlv arevictimized tit very high rates.

Three: Older persons are aisproportionatify -the targets of par
titular crimes such as purse snatching Mid fraud.

Four: Fepr of crime °tithe personal trauma of being a victim are
mucti.mpre serious for older persons than they are for the young or,
middle aged. . k i ,

, I believe, therefore, that the crime - problem of older Americans is
much more likely to be intluenced.by the nature of our cities in the .

,.. 21st century than by the proportionsof the population in one or an-
other age group. To understand the nature of the problem ire ;would
need answers to &large set of treithtins : .tr our cities grow? Will the middle -aged and middle-in ome

-e back in o or will the current 'pgpiilatioii movers into
rural areas eontinue? t. ..

How will the increasing costs of energy- affect our 'cities? Wi the:.
demand for city housing increase? Will the poor and the elder be
pushed into orleft in suburbanghettos while more mobile andlyinent -, .citizens return to the city? . .

If there sire to be broad population:movement, will they foll'w,ihe
same processes of past decades, in which theielderly seem thsp por-
tionately to be eaughtin ehaliging neighborhood V ., ...

Will the proportion of older persons living inAge-homoge awls
and safer .communities continue to increase or level'Off as the nu her
of'elderly persons increases/ ;

11111 older persons develop more mechanisms forianencinet e

I .
.

abiding values of the young or, will there develop inereatirig f e ion
between young and old for.available public resources; \sk.

4 f
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As these questions sin best the e Is of cri es conunitted

againstthe elderly in the fliture may well depend . p arily upon
changing economic and social farces rather than upon changes in the
resources and tactics of the police and other regencies in, the criminal
justice process. . ,./1

Forecasting future resources needs of the police mustlawait a bet-
ter vision of the futuie. A. usefurfirst step, though, wouldlbe to under-

. stand better what police can accomplish with the resources already-at
their disposal. Although there has beet-littfe sistematic tresearPh on
the effectiveness of police responses to thelproblem of ertine against

, the.elderly, there are a number of approaches which offer promise and
whielebwartant examination by means of structured experimentati
Stated in the form of hypotheses for researdli, they ate

That neighborhood team policing or an American versiot ,Eng-
land's lome-btat officer program brings police officers int c oscr con-
tact with older members ,of the pdpUlation, reduces their fear of crime,
andAbre effectively identifies persons who victimize them.

That better educated and more professional p2lice officers krill be
.trained to respond to older crime victims in ,ways which reduce their
trauma and fear. . .

That communities and buildings can be designed to better safeguard
theirolder residentsi . ,,:

i
That better Pubfie education on We dangers of bunco artists and

.-,:'-...-.-eini. men cats redtic'et10:yuluerability- of older citizens to white collar
.4... Criminals, .. r--- -:., ' :.*,

33
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"--. That. OniiiiunitY groups and police department can develop
'' ' intan.9, to pioteet oldet Citizens against retaliation by young offenders

iihen.theyreall for help from the police: .- .

' .That.police efforts to assist older citizens can be more effective when
.. ... 'they are made part of the duties of the-departme4t as a whole rather

than the responsibility of a single unit. -1

There: are 'undoubtedly other propositions, Mr..Chairtha,nI aril sure
.yoit kruiuotsOme, which als5 deserve to be tested. We believe however
that the0 questions and propositions point out some of the more im-
portant assumptions Bilking social" and economic phenomena to the

,.. special" *rii.i5f problem of the elderly and, in turi, to the impact that
"...---- Ile* rvices caninaire upon that prolylem.

know that Ix and iny colleagua at the Mince Foundation, will be
most interested in the testimony of other witnesses during these hear-
ing. We need their useful PerSpective on the broader social issues which

, .
e consider so important to the Vroblem of crimes against the elderly...
I' have two recomMendatiOns to offer at this stage of.your inquiry.

:.- b' first is to continue to support this sort of research. The work of
e select committee has helped to focus attention on the lack of knowl-

, edge iii thia field. Iencourage you to push forward. -

One thing is certain, 14 must have better data on tictimi.zation of ...
Our eitians including the elderly..' --" i.1 including . ), ..-
- UrseeindieeommeridatiOre therefore is that the Law Enforeenlent

iv,
;,:. , .

AssstangOltent7,.ustration be asked to reconsider its ree At decision to
sSnsp,en,d th vi mizatiOn surveys which produce. fps i formation. I

. "Toirveil as a member of.the panel of . the National Acade of Sciences
drill reviewed LE-44's victimization survey progra We recom-

. .
t , ., seire-e ...

ari
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mended improvements iiimirvey techniques. but we rongly supported
continued:funding for this iniportant work.

Mr. Chairman, this conclude:, my prepared remarks..I will be happy
to attempt to answer any question:, you, or other incuibers of the sub-
eommittee may have.

Arr. Thu:GI:Than leyou. Mr. Commikioner.
This is a very thoughtful Amilent and it pol,e's ery different qiies

thins. Your statementJia.s.obviated some of the need for questions that
I have prepared for you, but one question that has alivays bothered me
in relation to the elderly, criine against the elderly youmade reference
to the ghettos in the cities where they seem to be occurring mostly,

What w ie aro saying in other words is where we have poverty and
- where we have young there are crimes against the elderly. Well, rtio

not want to sound medieval but I was young a long time ago and I
lived in the ghetto. There-were tr lot of young people, .they were this-.
chievous and yes, many of them committed crime. The one thing they
didn't,do was commit crime against the elderly. I have been searching

. for the answer :'Why this time Why.this generation ? *

Mr. MVRPITY. M. chairman, I wish I could provide you with a bet-
ter answer concerning this increase in violent crime that we see across
the Nation; in a relatively short period of time the murder almost ,

. doubling nationally and such a high percentage of this violent crime
betg committed by young people.
e know that more of it is by young people against o ther young

pepple, but I share your concern and irtability to understand why this
frightening increase of attaeks*.rind ever homi s against -order
people by very yoing people.1 wish I had some expia tion. I think
my statement leas suggested, at least suggested that th is an enor-
mous need for improving our whole law enforcement and criminal ills-
tice system, because- to be blunt about it we are not very effective in
identifying these offenders and dealing with them at an early stage.

Ychi are well aware of the recent change in New York State eon-
*. mining juvenile recordi the xeeords of juvenileoffenders. I tfiink that

overdue.
.

ire have had the unfortunate situation ondges facina adolescent
and adult criminals and being unable to refer to a juvenile record in
proposing sentence. But we have much rooinfor improvement in the
"Solive side. the law enforcement side as well as in.the eritninal justi.,ee
'side where iv all know the overcrowding it so. bad, the.bverload of
cases, that many of the offenders, repeat.offenders, even violent repeat
offendo., someof them of tender age are falling through the Creeks of
the system are back out on the street again committing violent crimes.

So .there is room to improve the system but 7 'cannot explain. I am
as frustrated, Ibelieve..as you are .in trying to explain wily young
people attack. elderly in the increasing numbers, I think that -is
occurring.. ) -.

Mrs. Mcrxris. Mr. Chairmat, would yOtt .,iield fora Moment? .

Mr.Biaoot. Certainly. . I ..
Mrs. Mnrxra. Would not some of. the answer be, Commissioner

Murphy, that there is veils ,high unemployment ain011g.bilt young
people, particularly in urban areas? Theyset desperate, tlicydon't have
a 3o b, they have nothing to do and older people are easier targett--
tbeyAre not going to fight bacleitheY can't in. -

38-
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Wouldn't part of the sohition to the problem be to somehow find
jobs even in:the public or private area for a lot of these young people?

Mr. Mum= I certainly believe that.
In an of my experience where we see the worst of our social and

economic problems concentrated' n the city, there you would see oig,
worst grime and our worst violent crimes. As a matter of facts in this
city, in New York, in Detroit the census tracks of the inner city have
50 and 100 times the retold violent crime that some of the census track
on the outer rim of the city have. .

I do not claim to be able to make that connection between these
soefal and economic ills, unempleyment, drug addiction, alcoholism,
broken homes, all of those things that seem to be found together. I do
not know why there is a connection, but certainly there is sonic rela-
tionship we see over and Over again in every city that I am familiar
with. '

'r. Humus. *mad the chairman yield also, juston that point?
Mr. Buooz. Mr. Hughes. Mr. liuglies,is from 1 "ow Jersey.alsb.
Mr. 1.11101LeS. I have not seen the deitiogranhice that would bear its

out, bid it hag been my own.experience that older people seem tolave,
in increasingnumber, become prisoriefs in deteriorating areas because
they do not have the resourees to leave. .

They quite often, become cauklit up their own commitment to a
given area. They.are also hesitant to.leave a home, perhaps of some 40
years even though the neighborhood has changed' considerably.

Do you aliofind that to be the ease? ... -;.
Mr. )41311PITY. I think so arid I think some a the studies reported in

your earlier publications indicate that oldev peop14 have more fear
generall speaking and I think it is compounded by the crime experi

t.

ence in e neighborhood.

,

Also, I believe it is very much influenced by .time communieaticin that
is coming to them whether that be through the news media or othir-
wiset In other words, again in a publicatimo one %f the committee re-
ports refers to the .problem of fear which may bean to run inlay, that
has bec9lne greater than the rgii problem would seek to watrant. Not
that I suggest for 2 minute that we should be laekediasicalbont any ,
level of crime, slut feat 1§ a problein.

'That I am -trying to.say is that the new media has some influence
top and the whole attitude. about a. neighborhood whether it is deteeior- -
ating,.whether it is.oiLthe skids. There is a- rear ptalerti of morale:9f
people in the neighborhood. Of course many older people. as their
ytdighborhods deteriorate choose tiot. to leave the neighborhood and
they become the victims.

Mr. HUGHES. Evewthough 3ve have be-come a fairly mobile-transient
society I think that elder people attach more significance to the word

-*home than scene ot theother groups; °
Mr..Mmteikt. Yes. tthink that is understandable.

an middle.aged myself, but I notice my own changing attiiudes
about those things and think that people just do not like:16 leave
the neighborhoo4.where they have always gone tp thp same grocery
store or church or synageg,iie, where they know theneighbors..

Mr. lit'onze. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ;
Mr: lristim., Well. I would:like to get beck tec the ,ge.ntleldilyfronh

New Jersey, her point about positive unepilloyment.

r a
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I would like to say that I think poverty is relevant, part of
poverty today could bo almost described as affluent as compared to
the poverty of decades ago. There was not any Gavertunent perticipa-
don. People in fact went hungry, I mean literally hungry with no hope
and no resource available. I nm aware that there was violent crime and
there was crime, but the difference is that the elderly were not victims
of crime tome degree which we have today. Today they are the prime
targets of criminals. That's why I search, I am aware of the proverbial

reblems of today, Rik by making a comparison I am unable to find
the answer to the questi that I pose in connection and you ripparently
have the same difficulty in finding the reason for this phenomenon.

Mr. Mummy,. Well, let me say in response to that comment or ques-
tion that .in, all fairness I think- -with all of the weakAesses in our
reporting systems, we know more about crime today. It is being re-
ported more thoroughly and mote accurately. ":

As concerns the level Of violence in our cities, I don't thiplc.nasmuch
are inclinetkto believe these are the most violent times, they really

are not the Most:violent dines in our cities. My forebeai-ers. my name
will tellyou what my background is,4ny forebearers in New Yoik City
were very violent people. ,

In fact, the history ,will record that there were paits of the Irish
ghettos of New York in the 19th century where the ptlice refused to '

wear their uniforms. That's how bad the level of violence was. but
witht less than leCtryears of that that group had elected a president
and of them have gone to the suburbs to.another congressional
district.

c.

$
Se today they scream at me, nicluding my two brothers who are re-

tired members<of the department, Congressman, about why more crime
in Ne* York and coming irittfitll of the neighborhoods of the city. So
I share your concern that the level of violence we are experiencing
today directed against elderly people is frighten is a frightening
phenomenon and we must address to social and economic causes. cer-
tainly, but, my more immediate concern, I have a. bias, naturally being
in the field, is that we learn how-to dearwith thet.ejolent offender at
the earliest possible moment and that: the longest-term incarceration

. is the only solution we see to it, that is what we must lease as tile short
range solution to this problems. '

- Mr.iBraoor. Mr. Sarasin.
Mi. SAUSIN. Mr:-Chairman, I-wonder hOw much of tleprbblen)

victimization id` the elderly is relli,tectto the lack of loving and touch- .

ing relationship between the young people. and the older people. is
-today'isociety, existed in prior societies, jii.(t a few years ago.

. Now we, either farm nut our elderly or leave them where the care.
rind the patents and grandchildren go off to the suburbs ,sornewliere
and you-do not hat* the attitude that tryout* paten would have it.
well, I 'don't- want ;an body touching my grafidmetter, and I'm not
going tbtouch theirs. There are no grandmothei-grandelitd relatibu-
ship or at knit riot very many: Maybe that IWO do with the problem.

Mr..lifunprx. I suspect and I am no-eiPert, but I certainly sniped
some of theproblenis-of the automobile And our affluence are just this

.. thine the generation gap and thesepartition. .
-

Today I understand there are ffiany, many more people in nursing
homes or not living with tholanilly, pathetically, let me say from my
',In, at least experien4'know the :Congressman's experience t.. .

9
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when, you will go into
.

a home 'in the city where your elderly parents
. of affluent children, afilnenfehildren. who are not properlysupporting
them. It is another ty agedy ssnd I think a maniftrstiamnof The problem

. . you describe:,-Congressmaiy, That somehow we becoine a society wheie .
we tend to separate 'oniselves by .age and the 'family structure that
provide d 'protectionjin the. ast is broken down. ... %
"31r. SARASIN. Thank y.pu, Mr. Chaim i.
31r. 13i.sool. Offe more question. l'- .
is ip fair to say, Oven the circumstance of today and absent any- .4,

productiye researcli.,that the elderly of the Nation in increasing nuni-
.bers of the elderly of our Nation would be doomed to the same type of
existence or the. same .type'of fear they has% with relation to their

i . personal safety? ipersonal'
Mr. Mir. I think as another dimension of the whole urban crisis

now is just not good. I am discouraged by the outlook.
I see it only worsening, I'm sorry to say that. I wish I could he more

entouraging, but I do not see much room to be encouraging.le' 31r. -ThAoor. Your background hits been a lifetime in every dimen:
sion, it is suggested ini. research ,beside what the National Police' . 1. -

Foundation is oineand this committee is doing, what other areas of
other agencies or organizations are doing in working in fhis area ?

. .31e. Muurrir. I referred earlier to the problem in our courte: .

I think the--breakdown in our law enforcement-criminal juistice sys- .
tent for several y.ears now has Been in the courts. I am not slaanting a
scatter. shot at the judged:1 am not saying there arvbletliglit/figart*
judges, or corrupt judges and that's the whole problem, although I --4'.
ha' exPerierCcia both typot. But I think the pr_hblelitis an inability
because of the overload to deal vith their work, in the prosecutor:slow"'
offices and the courts. ', . . .

The police Constantly.coinplain, and on,th other hand the prosecu-
torabout allof the arrests that th' e that the courts do not
handle in.operly. The judges and p fors will sometimes say well
many a.the,atrests that the police make are not hightgolity arrests,
They do not have sufficient cyidencefor prosecution,,But the basis dif-
ficulty is that many of thes'eyoung violent repeat offenders are slip-,
ping.through our bands because we are not 'svorldngslosely enough

.
together. The police departments and the prosecutors offices and I am .
very! encouraged, by this new computerized system in the prosecutors ...
officeiteroin 'Washington, the'so-called promised system witch is help-

s( .ing both the prosecutors and the police to do a better job of identify-
.. ing the repeat offender and dealing with him promptly. I thirtthere

irroom for a lot more research around that whore process.
Alt.-Biso9r. A case at point: ,', . .
Yon may.be fiamilitir with. the Timmons, brothers in the Bronx. I

think between them they:committed several hundred crimes, homicides .-
. and all the way.clown and they never really. did any prison time. .44.

Erenilia I ly they et involved with rape mid assaujtecliObbery of in
. 80!year old woman in the park. The community became aroused and

the senior citizens became arousedWhit they did, in fact,' is every
- time a Timmons boy would perform this act and was scheduled to ap-

pear ,§efOte the court they appeltred in great number and they made
-,. , . theirpresierge known slniplyt by walking in. We are talking about ditto

410, TO %Ai '80 yeareof age walking in withianes and
.. ,.Z..ix--, . . '''

. lr''
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There was a trial and there was a severe sentence and lie lias been
taking out bf c' uhition which shows that jud s behave just like :Mr
bodrelse and th respond to attention, to pre whichever. It is

.. society's preisure __1.1y more than the level of se . But you are right;,
. . the criminaljuslicelyitem simply-is not work'. ig to support poten-

- tidlI could not agree with you more. .
. -Mrs. lfEYN'ER. 1 have-lio further' questions except to thank Mr.' -

_Murphy forgiyingus a great deal of food for thought.
Mr. limow. Mr. Hughes? , .

Mr. HUGHES. I have no further questions.
Mr. SARASIN. No further questions, thank you.
Mr. BTAGGT, Commissioner, I want to thank you for your_

contribution. - .
lir. llrapirr..Thank you. _

- ,Mr.,_'13iAoor. Our next witness is Mr. Rieliard Scammod who is ores-
- -ently disector, Election Research Centr herein Washington. He has .

:- a4 served ai a
is
political for both .0C and NBC Television Net-

'7' works. He s currentry an the: -board ofthe American Arbitron Asso-
ciation and his books include: "Xmerica at the Polls," "This U.S.A.,"
"The IltalSiatority." and_"The America tAroter."

.."
Alr..Scammon, welcome. , f,.
....

STATEMENT OF _RICHARD MAMMON, DIRECTOR, ELECTIONS
!.

' RESEARCH. CENTER, WASHINGTON, 131.C.,,,

Mr. Sc. uxox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman... . - 4,-- ,
".

I have no prepared-statement and I understand the subcommittee
is'eoficerriqd with ,general profile of the fiiture for the American afttl.
Tfeel-piimarily, elections and political,research and I will just out ne,
if I may in a minute or. twos what I:think this islilisly to be and then
reslond. if I may to such questions as this may generate.-

4 t,Elderly people are an increasing share, of the American elected.
rfanyoirof yak three were to alienate totally the aged population .

,
in yotir district yon would not come back. , /. . .

. ,
Mr. BLica5t. Don't say it Don't say it 1
III...SCA:1010X. You would not even get through the primary; I

would. bet , -:, .. _

In 1076 voters over 50 accounted forio percent of the votes and I -
say over 54) rather than over 65 because at the age, of 1/0 they shoukl

lothink more about what istoing to hapPen than what has '
p ed to them in the past. - . .
1 should thinkhat like any-'minority thodgli this is a verx large

one 'the effiracy of theaged voter depends basically on three things:
)t depends first on pure numbers because, if a mitwritv is.,small

enough it can still hard some ihfluenckbut obviously ifsfil,Lainnnishes-
as the nil tubers diminish. .

Second, it depends upon conk:11A and by coustanty I mean as
With any minority the degree to w eople4w-thrmiticTrity tie pre-
pato to niake-that ininordri e sole reason for their voting behavior.

. Yo all know fro4 4Wir ow. xperience the problem pm e
wifh t e constancy of people mu concerned about abortion and-about
gun control and without looking at youi own mail sacks I am sure
you get verstrong feels on 'kith sides of these two questions.

A
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Now, because ageds over 450 from 40 percent of the active voting
public there are also many other things, they are rich and poor and
faimi4s and city dwellers and Jews and Protestants .and Cittholici
and all the rest. There are many things which tug at their interests
awl cau44 them to vote the tray they do. .

In the, last election, for example, for President the older voters split
about evenly between 11r. Ford and Mr. Carter as did the whole'.

-410?. country.
The constancy increases with the preceived danger to the interest ,

of the group which is true of course of the aged, it true of Italian-
4mei icans, it is true.of anybody. If somebody were to propose a con-
ftitutional amendment that no person over 60 would be able to vote
this would het, I think, 100 percent constancy response.

On the Sther hand there are many other issues which are highly
technical, 1,,,__-cry detailed and which attract the attention of relatively
few people. One may mention, Mr. Chair/ran, because it was raised
about the willing ess of young_people to/continue to support the in-
creased social- secu ity taxes, a level of social security payments to the

, aged. When I lectu at organizations like the.American Association of...
Retired Persons I very frequently gpi the reverse question : why should
We pay school taxes, we people pasti 50. Our kids are grown, they are
gone. Why do I have tom for my rlighbor's four kids, which I think
is a nice tradeoff of social responsibility in terms of whols going to pa
taxes for what. y4tio,

The,last of these three th ingsgs thit aill'ett elderly initing,is,_of -course,
- is ,

..,_ .
re, organization. As many of you have perhaps seen in recent months,'

years in the .Congress.., as thtt party ties have weakened nationally, as
the Houses becomes a more democratizedocratized smaller body, .thc weight

ik of pressure and the weight of organization becomes more and more
,..

'.i
_.4 important. .

The AARP now, I, believe, has passed ,its 10 million Member mark
and are quite active as really, the last week's work in 'this House, are, - ,

..i quite active politicilly. ..
1411

For the future I would guess the same plus, the weight of the elder",
voter is going to increase in the United States. I suppOse that in politi-,.
cal, reporting there was never as phony a story as the 1972 story about.1\

.
Young America faking over the political process. The revolution was
going -to leave ontraCk nine at high noon--there was no track nine;
there was no high noon there was no revolution and there were ye
few 'Voung voters.. . .

What has happened is,that theelectorate issgraYing, not younging.
the percentage of people in the higher age group who vote is already
measurably higher than it is to those under 30 and I would think for
members and candidates the demographics of realism will be tested very
severely in this matter of the aging by being modified by these factors

; of numbers and constancy and organizations. The numbers will cer-
,..ls . tain.ly be there. The constancy Will be there as there may be threhts
_ ., agamst economic well-being, physical well-being of the aged and; ;the --

organization usually wishes to bring one and two together.
1

I would think that in the year 2000, I would have to consult with my
i

former colleagues in the Census` Bureau, but certainly,' ,would think
that the percentage of voters in tliticlection yearof 2000 ovir :x0 would,

I
,

be measurably higher than the 40. percent which it was last fall.
. .. -. : ,,, .... ..p

%. ) i ,
4 ....,,.1 4.. '
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Let me conclude tithe, lir. Chairman. and invi such queilions, as
lids may generate in your minds abaft your futu. .

lfr BrAcoi Our 'futures 'ire asured beca e we have the senior
citizens. s. .

You make a 'very concise presentation and I firml - 'believe a very
accurate one. .

iI think your analysis of where they go with Bela n to constancy is g.
0 the critical one.

fr. SCAMION. As with any minority. ,
Mr. Btacoi. Thats right. ..- ,

How do you think Secretary lireps' remark with relation to increas-
ing the age to 68 would impact on the senior citizen population?

Mr. &Ammo.% Well, if she ran for Congress she would lose, but she
Licit running for Congress and being in the bureaucracy she can

Mr. BIAGGI. It would be thatkind of issue that could have them.
coalesce into a single groupf,.. i .

Ifr SCAM3fox. Yes,..I would think so because I know of no social. .
, security recipient or pot entialsocial. security eipiept, which means

e 2., . me, who feels that social security is a welfare's mine. ,
They may be ,actvarily 'smug but I Lw Id say pg and 44/100's

. percent of the potential recipients of social cuiity f that they have ,
made an investment in a system whe ey were omised certain
returns for their payments. They do of regard-lt,is a meting test,
Handout, welfare substitute. They gatd iCas something they are

. , entitled to even if they are ea ing money on the side as I believe
another part of this House has now rosed the earning ceiling to .

$6.000, if I read the press correctlY at Nast in its present proposals.
They think of this as a right, not so thing t they are going yt---"

sit in some dir(y old office and apply f simply causethey are story- -'
ing They donot think of it as a wean syste < ,----'

Sfr. Btaao,T. Well,;I.think they, ha e work for it, they have earned .

'it. '
lfr. SeAMMON. TIitt's right. I think if -Secretary Kreps :were.to`try

to pin this albatross on the a ministration the administration would
suffer.

Sir. BUGG/. Well, I have got that side of the coin dealt Ili, how'
aho'ut the other side of the coin, you listened to all the e testify

. this-morning and say that somb,adjustment must be e in light-o
the everinereasing life eirpectaney. . .

. .
Mr. Sqamiox.)3ecause of the finaneial problem? . ,

Mr. BIAGGI. Stift - .
. Mr. Scan :stoic Take the school tax off the aged.

In other words,.if you aregoing to do one, do the other. I,' for ex-
.ample, hope to go my social security in a few years from now. I could
equally argue, my slaughter;vy one child. has finished school. Why
should I pay a dime for the public schools as an act of selfishness.

Oi-- Mr. 13Jautn. Isio ; I'm" not,. .

7-3fic,$44-mirox. I,Inbwr your point liut *hat I. am saying isthat.
- the trAnsfer'herels so real tjiat if you want to take away by extending

3 years or by telling me that there is an economic difgeuity inv61ed ..-/
here, lets go the other wily. .. .

. ,.

,- Mr. Mama. Lees get it straight.
I don't want 6 tnkeit away--, ,.' Mr. ScAkmoR. No, Iundelitand,....

.
- ..,. .

, , , . .
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Mr. Bis [continningi. The suggestions are made. , /
Mr. So/ammo`, Let me put it this way that, once yoU begin to (iiiitite

. benefit /with specific payments then I might raise another point I .
am not{ going to, get as nuich out of social security as I put into it. I

.. think /Ms is a fair statement, I think everybbdy in the middle-class
is no ' finally going. te.driw less than somebody who has not earned as
mu during their career yet I ought to get ill aftuarials of the.
pay eats. .

nee you go into this mares nest, I am spec ing now in terms of
1 people who are actually recipients of the money, I think you would

end up with more diffi ley as indeed this House has probably found
trying to refOtiu. ti e- welfare legislation and has foind and %Lig 't

and in trying to refo the tax legislation. There are just & tremen-
dous number of problez6s. -

Mr. BIAGGt. You will concede it is a problem? - ,

. Mr. SCA.11314:W. Anything involving money is a probtim or its
/ absence, particularly-.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Sarasin 9 "' i

.. 1,,1 M. SAnasix. Do you see, as his been mentioned before that if social
..

.: f'
.. 1 - security wouisttake an activist role in trying to eplain their role what '
1:,. %. they really do and how ike_systein really works that that might hale

1., some effect on the standing of the people are recipients or are abouIto
zl become recipients? .

.0

. °' Mr. fR13i4OT,, I ant not really sure,.eongressman. that protest ere.
.' whiCh is to be relieved by this action is so, much among the reci eats

.. - and the nerAec&ents as it. is among younger
the

who say why
should my rotlIkil*eutity tax go up, up, up and the ceiling on elm /
pay go up. up, up to suriport.the elderly.

There.Ithink y-olimmlitlioint out that if your sour kids nt an
education and want my money, to help educate them, do it th ether
way. - deo

.

I would not think that your real problem of an education i not so
much for those who are abont to,reeeme thapopey, they wa, l to re--

. - coil,* the money. I do not think they are cont4mallwith th l educar
tionarcircumstances. But you do certainly gave la prohl as the

. chairman .pointed.out to another witness, with respect l e whO
are in their twenties and thirties, forties who are going.to paYing
increasing,social security taxes on ever increasing income ingtsto
support this program.

. nowt :whether or not social security, PR in cosmetics would o any
'' good there, Ida notknow. .

M
.

r..Snuasrs. One of.the grealconinients, 341C11 I am sure de to
. \ all of us especially bya youpger person is that they are never g mg to

see all the dollars they put in and if they took that money and lit it
into an annuity they would be better off; but ?If course. they overlook

a. .7- -the. fact that there is alSo &disability eoverage and 41 number o ther
---,---- berlefi.4...widows,and cirphans,and so forth that are in there th t can

: really provide an estate. .. -.

. . Mr,Sonapiox..1 hate to go back to the school systeni, but-we ever
get the money back that we put in on most public programs, ain
.indiiidu 4. .

. .

It, would have been much cheaper for me to educate my one child .
privately and take back every dimeI have paid to Montgomery
County, Md., fir school tax. I don't think I ought to do that. I think )..'

I . . 45
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the education of children is more important an whethor not I pay
extra money for this purpose. I, would say t esame argument with
respect to theelderly. \

Air. Sanasts. I had a college professor that once said thank God we
don't get all the government we pay for. . ' ) I

Mr. SCAX.MON. I think thatwould be right. .

. Mr. SARASIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BXAGGT; Mrs. 3fryllOr?
Mrs. METNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr, Scammon I think we all have to be careful because so eone told

me recently that there are three ages of man. There's yout , middle
age. Ad

ti
y, you look great."

Mr. Son atozi.,There is comment by an aging c,andidat for the
House of C 'mons who referring to his younger opponent aid : "I
would rather be in my second childhood than my first" and th s might
AP* too.

'Mrs. Muirwm. I would just like to propose to you a rather] bread,
philosophical question.

As we all know older people for a long time got short shrift in our
society. People began to realize as you pointed out very realist:tally.
that senior power was growink. There were more seniors voting and
noliticians became very aware of it. We certainly are not holding these
hearings and there is not a Select Committee on the Aging for political

zenspurposes. A great many °fts care veil much about4,our senior eat
and realize that more should be done for them.. .

But, as you know, any ,group in society that thinks it is ge
someplace is wing to want more and more and more foritself.
know that.

Do you think there is any danger that the pendulum will swing
too much emphasis will be put on people over 65 ei. 'TO t

I know that's a tough question -=-- . .
.

Mr. Scaimort. Well, as t get closer to that age I try and disassocimyself re! . - ,

Mrs. MEIMER. 1. mean, a lot of older people' are wanting Berrie
affluent older people that can afford these services, but because they a
senior citizens they feel they ought to get them free.

I disagree. I feel that senior citizens ought to, pay school taxes,.bu
where to you draw theilhe I I get a lot of mail in my office sayin
why should I pay, just as you pointed out, but I think they are a pa
of society and will have to take both the good with 'the.bad.

'31r.'Scaatoiv. Let me put it this way as we all know' and certainly
you who are members know full well the pressures Upon you or the

pressures from any group are constant. . . ..-*ie.*first .thing an pressure group learns,. is the quick ability to
identify the national interests with its. own ,mtertsts. I have found 1.._.
none who would come out and say well, X,,know this is only in my . , _*,

-intgrestrI, knovi it is against- dationaiiitterest; flit Mil fOr it.
1any*ay. . , ,I

The mind is mugbigtoo quick for this and it soon arrives to the for- . .
Mula that' What wiTre proytosing, whatever it maybe to benefit me is
for the national interest. : , ' 1

;it.,- If vq,u are speaking of the affluent aged, no, I Would not think they ; ii .
urciiild 'have any particular, claim on the Government; however, one 1 ;.,
must 'recognize that for Aer, people at least to levelAat once is '. : "'r i

- - - x ,

-t'' A t .,
'-1
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usually' substantially to do so to what they. had known during
"their working years or in most cases this is the case, and if
the programsican be useful toithem. fine. Those who need it if they
can afford it let them pay for themselves, of eourse. I would apply
this all.,the way down the:line t any progrian.',Irgdicaremedicaid as
well as medicare, foe example; f,yoii can pay for it, you should. But
this is just a pirsonal judgment.

On the political side to which l: Bras originally addressing myself the
pressures, of course:on you-f ni almost every group known to man,

- will / am -sole simply mere as people try to meet these terrible
(14 rs. particular117 infla , they try to protect themselves against
inering the:Tisch esAiga st emerging difficulties with which they are
fasecliwilether it is crone in the street for the aging, whatever.

ltETNE11. Well, it is W appefs to all of us here, every group
we meet-With leayes us withiet messages.

One, cut down on Federal spending, but two, help us to get some
fandslor our -use or our particular problems.

Mr. SCA3t3iON: Well; again in speaking of political questions round-
_ about, when I talk and try to developis the concept of the ambivalent

American no is always for programs that help him and not much
- concerned with the other: Our westem friends who voted so heavily

for Mr. Ford in the lastelection were very conservative and so it came
to the jab and the need for water then ihe Feacral Government was
immediately importuned to &use the heavens to rainuixon them.

_ Let ,rite lay out this for you all, you hay.e, seen it a thousand times
at your own of

i's. MErmat. Thank you.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: 11;_etoor. -Mr. Hughes?

}Itrosiin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I fOiind your testimony extremely enlightening. X think you have

touehed'imon an area that gives a 1pt of us some concern and that is
the attitude that quite often is prevalent. What really is in it for me?

'When _you talk to terms of education, I suppose those that are child-
less fould have the same argument as to why they shouldn't be sup-

. porting , education. .

Mr. Soitsrmoy. Or many Roman Catlicilic.s that are required to pay
a school tax and in _addition reqiired to pay a rapidly increasing fee
to parochial- schools.

Mr. aft-auss. I think there is a point.,-I am not saying we have
'reached it, where perhaps we do ourselves a disservice for just think-
ing in terms Of individual or just group nee*. I frankly think that
it is important that seniors continue to play a very important role and
that includes contributing to community needs. There ale ways that
I think we can relieve some of the burdens of our aged and addreis
some of the problems, short of removing them entirely from some of
the programs that they should participate in as part of the national
state, or community effort..I hear the sarneNthing as yo t{ do.

Mr. Spiarstolv. Lain' sire 37ou-E.

.

.
Mr. HOMES. In fact, it is amazing to find that-in Many qt 'the

communities you will find school bond issues going down ,whet% you
have heavy concentrations of senior citizens. It is also frightening to
see the low numbers of young people coming out for school board elec-
tions. But the seniors participate and do often make a different*. I
think that we have a great deal of good leadership nowin many of the

;
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communities, and the seniors have often taken the much broader view
that education is important and-that they do have a responsibility as
part of the eonnuunity. Also, I think it is part and parcel of efforts to
bring older people more into the inabeream of thb community, and to
eliminate the kind of isolationism that has taken place in many areas.'

',think it is important to iaejude seniors more in the decisionmaking
procez.t., more in the mainstreams of activity, whether you are talking
about taxes. or whether you are talking about other programs.

Mr. SCAMMON. The point which I was making about the school taxes,
which I atri perfectly happy to pay and I am sure every senior citizen

.in America is trilling to pay: providing it is not thrown 'back to him
constantly that the yen ng people are bitching because they have to payli, .

for the upkeep of the elderly. We all pay forthings.for which we have
no immediate and personal gain. The people behind you in the picture,
for exam le Ire paid for by all of us. We have no immediate gain from
this. We h ve long-range gain, but I am distressed sometimes to heat
the argument to .herit the viewpoint that young people will refuse
to pay,.sbeial se laity taxes or if they had the option would opt out of
the social semi' ty system, because they are the narrow point of the
pyramid, yori know, supporting such a vastly increased number of
elderlx people. and I must confess that as a quasii-d'emographer I
would doubt this.

_ But with the rapid increasing two-earner familie,sand the rapid
movement of women in the labor force and the types of our integration
policy on the other side, I would think that as far as the labor force
is concerned the admission of illegals and womenmaybe I had better
say women and illegals waswould raise this base'much higher than
many peoplfear it may become.

Mr. IlVirs. Well. I think you have triggered something else that.
I hav'e seen some indication of and that is.the feeling on the part of a
lot of yoting people that they are carrying much of the load of social
security system.

I think it is so impovt that we delds-tharattitude of conflict
betwegii young and old ' Americans about who is doing what and
who is carrying what responsibility. I do not think that that is a
healthy attitude ----

Mr. S'cAnarox. It is not. .4
Mr. Hronns. Fortunately. I think that such a feeling is in the mit

noritv. I think that most older people and most young, folks know
that there is a great deal of responsibility: involved by. lust being a
citizen in this country..

Mr. SAuraroN. I would liopri so, I would hope so.
Mr: HurniEs. Thank yeti.
Mr: Bincor. Thank you, .3 fr. Scammon:
31r..Sc4kapo4Thitin1; von.,Mr.
.Mr. BtAGOI. Dr. Robert H. Binstoek..
Dr. Binstock is Stulberg professor of law and polities at Brandei

University. He is presently on sabbatical at Harvard University. as
visfiingprOfessor at the'sehool of public health services administration.

,Dr. Binstock has written and lectured extensively in the field of,
aging. He has also participated in symposia on aging in America's

.

Dr. Binstock, we welcome you.
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STATE] 4T OF DE. ROBERT H. BINSTOOK, VISITINt PROFESSOR,
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICES ADNINISTRATION, HARVARD UNI.

-mini% BOSTON, MASS.
-

De. BirisTocr.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, My apologies to'you and
the members of the committee for not having a written statement.

If you look closely, you may be able to see that the suit I have on this .
morning isn't a suit. It is one coat from one suit and pants from an-
other. That's how hastefully I mobilized myself to get here.

Atany event, I will try to be brief. I have been asked to deal with
social implications of the aging of the popidation. Rather than. take
'a global view of all of the social problems, many of which we can
well anticipate, I would like to focus in on a priority set of issues.

In some ways getting to the political realm a bit, perhaps taking _
a little issue with my ilhistrious predecessor here at the table. I do .
not want to go over the ground about the 'aging of populations. I
think we have well established that this is a worldwide phenomenon
in industrialized countries.

I. would just like to call attention to the, particularly imiortant
point for social implications of the enormous increase in the number .,

of old, old people we are going toisve. ' '
The reason I do that is because as Mridordon's testimon at the

com-
ing into fruition probably over the next 20 years; -
outset indicated, we do have life-extending research possibilities com-

The implication of that for the quality/ of life is not so good. The
reason I say that is because we do not hike very gooA technology or
research underway to deal with such.disabling conditions as 'organic
brain snidronie, ihronic brain syndrome. As a consequence we are
goinggave more people around proportionally and in num u

-.. we do now 1410 have chronic brain syndrome. _ r
Thittis one, of the reasons, one of the main reasonse begin to. talk-a-777

about the quality of life very, very ,seriously at a luilamentarrezel. 4<f7._-,
Now, this and othdr concerns the quality of life' have led,ps, the

Federal Government. our State and local governments and the sofletY I
14 general to elaborate an incredible agenda of commitments' to help.

... -fug Older persons. . .
. ,.: .

Mr. Sarasin, you may recall that I testified before the full committee
.; back in early.August and made the point that the souse select e.ofn..

mittechas identified 135 Federal. programs, affecting the elderly and
that (Toes not saYanything for the 80,000 governments at the State and
local level and what they have committed themselves to. As he will
recall, I made the point..then that 'we cannot financially. let alone
JogistiCally and bureaucratically, even begin to. deal'effeetively with
rill of thesethirigs we hateAsid:wiLwantio.do. I _ _

Sahara it a question of priority. :
:Vim,. what I-wofild like to focus in on in terms. of the future-13 the

. very critical area of the social implications of ill health because we are _ ,

going to hkre mere people around with ill health Ils a consivinence not
- only of the .demography. the_hirth and longevity iF.StIVS. hilt further-

i
;,. y
--- . Changes nlifeettension technology.. ,

Now we know that the social implications of ill health are enormous.
..- . }loth for the individual and forthe .intjual:s fpniily ,slid I titink

v.` .
.,,

V
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both of those'shedd be stressed. 'We know that,f4,:stlit i4dividual ill
health means a loss of self-esteem, a lose of social status, a loss of a
capacity for work no matte; how many laws there are about your being' ,'
able to keep working. A. loss in the level of income, a loss in the range
of social contacts and a loss in the quality of an overall life style;

For the individual's families there *it direct impact On thelamilies
and member's own physical health whether it is a spouse or the adult..
children. The nature of family re tionships.the contacts within the .

family, its living arrangements, i economic status, 'hud. its -social
activities.

Now, it is this picture of the implications of ill health that has lead
us to stop making these academic distinctions between health services
and social services and begin to talk about a tontinumn of supportive
services. Where you draw the linehetween health and social suppart
is something people might want to debate on the head of a pin; but
there is arrangement needed. _.,1 . . N -

Now, the temptation to, miderestitnate the nature of the prebleni is
readily,understanditbie. There is what we call the 5-percent fallacy.
We read statistics o ii.e iustitutionalized elderly today that 5 percent
of the elderly are ins iitionalized because of disabling conditions such

' as chronic brain syn rome. That is misleading. It is. true at any given
moment, if -you could stop the clock and have an instant replay you
would have,5.1fercent of the elderly population. But if you phrase the
question: What are the odds that you or I will be in an institution be-
fore we die, the answer comes out I. in 5. $

. .

In other words,.at the present time 20 percent of °lit cohorts of
elderly persons are doing to end up in an institution before they die.. .

Now, let's add to this to get a really larger percent of the picture
that it has been very reliably estimatedby our leading experts such as
Elaine Brody of the Philadelphia Geriatric Center, that in 'actual fact ,

70 to 80 percent of the supported care provided for older persons in
.thisvountry includinginstilution,s and outside institutions is provided
by their own families, OK, that is ereirineluding in that institutional
picture, To to 80 percent of the supported' services are provided, by
adult children.. s. .

No*:, if we think of that in terms of certain cuffent trends which
have heen alluded to today the implications are enormous. We have,
already. talked about the increased labor.force partieipationof women.
That means that those adult children mostly who are daughters who-

. are providing that care are gbing,to find it heftier and hardet to ;pro-
vide that care much as they may want to, jugt because of the.l&gistics ' -;
of the situation. , ,.. . . a a

More importantly the British histqrian*Peter Liislid has identified
that is it, not the industrialization of a ociety.oritotechnology or all
of the global pictures that lead to the 1. p of family support. and
kinshit netlCorks in,,,sumortnr,thvged. _I r_tt,"it iris irendt in such
things as divorce, separation. rates of rema Inge or nenreinarriage "-
and what. those trends do.to weaken family t" s. It so happens.that we
are' aoing through the exact trendsiu this society fight now that he
has identified in all sorts of societiesilVerthi last several' centuries

: thronaliout the world that tend to weeken *stip ties and the capacity
and the ability of families to support their older garcons., ,

Now, I briefly paint these things out because it 461 ime f Iliad to
pick a priority social implication and policy implica .-, . of the aging

. ...,#

. . i
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of the population it would be that as we have this increasing number
of older persons when we count from 50 tqato and people count 'from

_various ages today, it is clear we are going to have more people who are
disabled by things we can not do much about and are tin)** to for
somtlidecades like chronic brain syndrome.

As we reach into this period we are going to have less of a mantel
support system in society, than we have now because of the terms I have .

just alluded to. People will want to help out their parents, everything
indicates that that is true and indeed data show that people do not like
to have to rely on bureaucracy. They do not want to dump-their
parqiits orheir uncles or their aunt's on bureaucracy, but they may not
be capable giving thd kinds of household living arrangements and
woirk arrangements that we seem to be developing.

So I would suggest that as this committee wraps.up
ings and moves toward thinking about the future, the area to coneen-
trate might very welt be policy not that voilld show 3.85 things we

., -might try to do, but policy that might heft) to keep that family in tact
and help it to do what it wants to do. It may be incentive to help the
families stay together. It may be boarding hospitals So the family can
get away for a weekend and make it more manageable -to have:mother-
in-law living with them and still make life bearable to all of them.

It may mean more day-care places where peoples can have -their
. parents in decent-shape while they are pff at work. And with due
respect to the Chairman aid to Mr- Scammon, I Mould like to conclude
my remarks at this point by suggesting that I do not think Congress
is going to be pushed to, do this or any other thing by senior power.

I would not staeJ up the case of my nici her against your mother
except to . 3,

Mr. BIAGGI:My mother is a scrapper. r
Dr. Br swoon. My mother is a scrapper a so, but she is fighting for

day-care for children, which is a point r rant to make, not to the
aging even though she is , -

Tile point is that it you go down Mr. Sc p mmon's analysis and-his--
own point about numbers, constancy, and rganization there at the
preserit time the aging ire not ahead of a,ho gen6irs group all voting
the same. As he pointed out in the last electi _it wairibout

We have no.indieation that ire are going to have a diminution of this
heterogeneity but the Opulation is going get, more diiersed from
everything that Gordon has studied and verything else we know.

So unless_we.get to the point of the. Must ation he suggested'es a
ecinstitutionitPamendment or the point whe we say we had better
round up all these old people where we can se e them all conveniently 4.
in-one place I do not think you are going to ge a cohesive age vote.

.Nobody is organizing that Tote now except i t the very local level in _
. yery speeiffe isfriets. I would not agree the Zue.nita Kreps would

lose unless die ran- into 'very specific kind of distrieethat we would----ra-
describerdescribe ;-wko.are-very xeg.ca,gerly.look ng ferward and the

brink of poverty to their social security cheeks.
The-reason I make these 'points and maybe N e will talk about them

some more is that I am concerned About two t ings in the distorting
political picture of the aging.

One is a backlqsh that I see emerging. The m re I read in the press. .t.
abolit the politiCal clout of the eldetly, inrcludin z this morning's paper
on the put-L..1*(1°nm, the more I begin to seo.the nguage slipping over
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into and implying that these people are ripping us off. I have seen those
words, the "'Social Security Ripo by syndicated columnipts the
more people are implying that whatever older people have must be
whit they want because they are so poNi-erful they stet anything they
went out of Washington.

Mr. BIAGGI. Ido not believe that is a fact.
. Dr. Bixsrocx. it isn't.
Mr. 131.tooi..kndalso when they talk about rip-offs. I don't believe'

that those writers are referring to the elderly who come on to their
benefits at the age of eligibility. There may be some other conditions, .

but I do not think that is the area to which they refer.
Dr. Ilmsroex. Well, some of them are not

from'
careful as y-ct are.

Jr. Chairman. but the other _point, aside from the backlash is that I
do not want the Sembeys of Congress to feel that they are going to be
pushed to do what needs to be ddne.

I appeal to you to take the same kind of leadership you have shown
at this mandatory retirement bill and do:it through concern, the kind
of concern you have.

Mr. BIAGGI. I think notwithstanding we may say a lot of things in
good humor, but the real. motivating force is the American situation.

Dr. Bizmocic. I agree, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BIAGGI. I think most people recognize that. We like to aliren

isome of these hearings with injection of humor on occasion, but I have
only one comment I would like you to respond to. .

(liven the break down in the family and the increased age of par-
ents or the young children or their children in the sixties on the desire
to really keep the family together, given the fact that that is not hap-
pening.the burden has to shift somewhere. I can only see the inevitable;
the government as t14"last resort. I do not know just how many dollars
would be available for senior citizens if it got to that point because
it is a very touchy area, but to encourage or deviate some of the prob-
lem that a fainily might have, what is your reaction to revision of the
income tax law which wonld provide for an additional deduction for
houichold for the senior 65 or older?

Dr..13iNstom. I certainly think that is a very reasonable and Meri-
torious possiblity to explore. Certainly far better on its face than many
of the deduetions we have at this point andl think that is exactly the
kind of illustration or the incentive to help the family to do what he.
want to o what we were talking about.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Sarasin
Mi. &MAN'. One of the statutory changes that has been made in a .

lot of States has'been to insulate the family from financial responsi-
bility'for the parents. I do not 'know if.thit will evershange again.
but it certainly means the large numbers of people are.now receiving
welfare payments for nursing homes which I guess in stile welfare
area that is the larcest'expenditure of dollars, to maintain people in
nursing homes. e

Prior to these changes that usE to be the responsibility of the faintly
and the nursing home was an area of sort of the last resort, you main-
tained that elderly person in the family unit as long as you could.

I wonder if you iyoult1 comment just on that phenomenon. Do you
thinkit is good dr bad or where *e should go?

Dr. BINSTOCK. I think it is an extremely important issue you raised
Mr. Sarasin.

... .52
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There is considerable work underway now whie yhasjruitgotten to
i

the coneluiive point and.may never, but it 'may get to the decision-
making point; to try and analyze the compltrative costs Of providing
people the services and suppots they need to remain in the community
whether with their or somtsemi-independent of their family

) i and in institutions. r .
$

The truth is if you look to see what, is done In institutions, it is to
do exactly what you do when yon help,maintain an older person in the
community, in a hotisehohl. Reolly implicitly what we have 'is the
notiowthat there is some sort-economy of settle by doing it in nursing

. honks. -
That maylbe' problematic and it may be that it is even more costly

. given the abuses Our system which we may never be able to correct,
to do it on an in titutional basis. So thq main comment I could be
able to come up ith is that I think we ought to lieep a very careftil
eye on work that is being dorie in this area to see. if in fact, there are
lots of myths abobt institutions and if we can't smoke out the notion
'that.maybe what we have been using institutions for is to get ria-of

yr: our own responsibilities and guilt and to not really to save for
society or fOr ourselves. . . . .

.

Mr. SARASIN. If We are not going to go bacim'ard.and place the fi-
nancial responsibility baek,,on Be chit: ten of the elderly, does it make
sense to move in the other direction t t actually provide a ,financial
ineentiva,for the same chilaien to keep he elderly person in the family

. ashes been su di:vitt often/
Pr.,Boterocr. I nic itwould,es ially if we could do it without

trying. tirput atm:eau cy o ervi delivery in piece first.
,-In other words, if we c u d in the payments and the incen-
tives whether they are tar dedi or otherwise to the family. As
a service delivery system a much, much better one than we have now
gradnally gets phased in. We may have to sacrifice for a shore time
some awkward ,situations where there are no services in place, so we
wou.ICA*414,t040.4se.t.0--this tery carefully, but I fervently believe

. that the could anoye toward something like a free market supply-in-
demEtnd situation on that.if we provided the incentives to the family
to parchaseerviceawithin the community. .

Mr..Sanasrs. So then the mirsing.homes would be out trying to
eampe4.16r those-7- 4 ...

Dr: 11 Nvocx. They Intl try to compete, but I think we could
design the centives so that the nursing homes might not be the ones
that. they w 41d be allowed to.use for the incentives, for the ded,uc-
tions. or repayment money forin Otherywords, we could put an em-
pharalin, the design, the purchase of services that kept people in the
community ratlieroth4n dumping then in institutions.

Ifr, SanAsta.1You se ted earlier that the future outlook wasn't really
all. that good. ,I 4o n know exactly how'yon phrased it, but the
impression I was left ith was certainly the quality of life wonkl not
be,pittipularly !good either for thi elderly-or for the rest, Of society

-Trying to deal with the problems.Of handling' the question of the
elderly. - .11 -

Dr. olds
..

. r. Bilaroorei If yon,lobk 'at the old os. I agree With the
earlier testimony of seviral witnesserthat we are in ,effect going to be
extending middle-age into chronologiehlly later years, that is, people

. will be healthier fT their ixties and in'their seven tieli....

-04110k4/11-.
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IIowever, we are going to hai'e itiore people in tjteir eighties and it is
there that I m partientory addreising myself to the old old. ,

For the issue and for those people things are going to he tough,
so I thi we ,will Wave less problems in the social area and this kind
of fun io al area than we halNliapthroutzli:the decades of the 1960's
and it ina he well into the seventies, but we are going to diave just-as
many pr lems and probably more.transferred now higher up the age
range with thelife extensions. ,

SARASIX. Do you thick .that an effort to deal with those prob-
lems, the retirement age, soma] security retiremenVage should be ex-
tended:raised? .4

Dr.413rssiocu. If it can be done in a politiCally viable'\vay. TIrat is
the tough mit to crack.

We saw how Juanita Kreps was jumped, on the scebnd she even
unuttered a word on it and I think it is gointo have to be introduced
very ilowly. carefully. Perhaps if the education, Dr. Sheppard talked,
about, perhaps it 14,3ust the capacity to find what people are stating
the issue in slightly:i different ways.1 think it will lut,,ve to be avery
careful, slow campaign before it becomes politically viable.

.Mr. SARASIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. - 't.
Mr.,Braaoi. Mrs. Meyner,
Mrs. MErl

.

-En. Yes; Mr, Chainnin. . .
Dr. Tlinstock, as yOu know we have voted on the elimination of ma

datory retirement and all of us who work on that bill thought it w s
a good piece of legislation. I discovered going back to my distrie in

' New Jersey on Saturday at a luncheon with the president of Prin on
some opposition by Members of the administrition of that univer ty,
soul faculty too. Yat would have thought I bad just done away with
tenure.

I just wondered what you think, as a member of the academie'world,
frankly, of thatiegislation

Dr, BixsrocK. Well, fortAnately I do not have to speak for univer-
sides, bud as a member as.a ,geronsp cq.st first, a political scientist
first and as g university aduunistrataWond, I would say it is a terrific
thing, but they ark seared out of their -wits because of the question o
higher salaries, people getting raise through longevity and they al .

ways get Pt-percent increases, .5-percent increases and of course tl
higher un ydii are the bonus goes for your salary, plus as you 1

, been reading the poirit about all of-the affiiinative actiqn progra s for
women, minorities and so on, it is gout[[ to clog up the spots.

Now, I suspect what this will do i raise, sooner than would have
happened the question of doing aw with tenure. in universities. I
am all for tenure, I was not untilar t it, buti am all 11for it again.

:Ind we will not get into specel on that. but the truth is.that tit
is what is going to have to give the a anfia am all for it iving,because .

that is the principle embittlied in m atory retirement.
Mrs. 31E-nap. Do You feel this egislation mea the end of

De.13ixsTocu. I think evontuallkit

ve

Mrs. 31Erxrat. That is!. very. intfresting point. Tint k you very
much. . .

44

. Dr. nikSTOCIC, You ar,weleonte. I
Mr. Ilritoor..1fr. Rughe:st-*-
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- v , -. Mi:Ittiout p.'Xoquestions.,
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you,-.Doctor.. ' -,".:' :
Dr. Storm. Toware welcome. .

Mr: Duo& Our last witness is Mr. Humphrey Taylor'.
Mr. Taylor is chairman and chief operating officer of Louis Harris

&Associates, Inc. He is also 'chief executive of Lcmis Harris Asso-
ciates.Intervational of London,,England. Louis Harris International
his-conducted surveys in 44 countries around the world. /Stirling his

/ survey field Mr. Taylor worked for the Governnient in Tanzania and
Paraguay. He has published many articles in his survey research and
public policy and is broadcasted .f-requently on radio and television.

Mr.Taylor, weleome. Before you start I must meet:, fOU aware of the
time in which lye live. We respond like Pablo's dog to bells. The first
set has gone and we expect the other set syill run ih the next 4 or 5
minutes. We will go sometime beyond that. We ask your forgiveness
by.posing a time limita4ion, but these are the fedi of life. .4

" .
STAMENS OF HUMPHREY TAYL03 DTPUTY,CHAIRMAN AHD

CBOT OPERATING MICE% ZOVIS am pip & ASSOCIATES,.
.. INC.,4IKW YORM,9ivy . -. .

, . ...10:f,tinorebfr. irrnan, I must-thank-yotrfirstaa for'priiivt:
....,

i, e,'I am actually deputy chairman, not chairmaii ..,- -.:.-

would also like very briefly if I could to exprisifil 'Hittris '
. personal 'apologies for not bang here, unfortunately lies *as invited

nrior to this visitation heresy the Majority Leader WiagiWto"speak. .... to the Dopecratispucits. Which is where he was thisihorninff ', b.
. In view of this-tithe constraintI won't say all of-the things I Was ,

, -intending t.4.soy; ..

Mr. BtAuor. 4:yeti Iiiivir a written statement we will acceptlhat in- IP
therecord. -- k 4 ',... :.....1. '

Mr. TATI.75n. I.will submit that later if I may, I Iiiew Xwas coming
only last night, so ,.itits not exactly. readible. . .....

I think_most 'of you are, ware of tOg study which we carried out
in11.974 and which we published ind "The Myth iiiid Reality, of

... Aging in America" conm3issioned by the National Council ''"Aging
- lindftmded by:the Biirgen Foundation. .

Very briefiy,/ think there were two very important sets of findings
1.1041s study: .

Oneof then concerned--
., . '

. .- ,, : .

Mr..13moole.Mr. Taylor, Mr. Sarasin made the sugggeesstion that we
access rather than adjourn In fairness to you and to the issue, so *e
do exactly -that. -4.P

_ go viemillittesi. - - . . t
(krecess was taken "froth l'i t20 noon un 12:30'

. Mrs. WINER [now presiding]. Mr. Taylor,,.1,--apeltogiie for,that _

brief break which will help to not lower our ifb record,
mint , for yolt. to start '

. from the begiAting because_it would_giye a chance tocatchcatchup.
- ,... ..- -Mr. T.4tYt.o.n. Fine, I <was just in fact to mention this study

- .. which is tic stildy Called "The Myth and Rea ity of Aging- in Amer-
ice" .which we curried'eut for the gnaw-lel Council of the Agin in

.., -1274 and it ii as published .ie 1975. -_, ..
4

/ /
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think it inight better: if you would
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° It was anfextensife and substaritial,suriey based on interviews of.

over 4,000 rieoThie including 2,700 people over the age of 65 anti I inn
' told by many experts that this is still a very major :foxlike of dad in its

field. br. Sheppard's eomments.not withstanding,
, As the title suggests a considerable part of the survey was designed

.to measure attitudes totolder people, to their abilities and',to their life
,stles mid to compare these ,perceptions with reality and with the
',answers of old' r people theniseives. . . .

I s the enormous discrepancy that existed between the iiiiblie
pc ion and the attual expel-lows of old people which we identify
its t 'myth" and it is a very damaging myth which I have little doubt
is still substantially truetoi. , ...,____:,-.

If there is time I was going to rl ote. for about 2 or 3 minutes from
-3 t Harris' statement._ _

. Mrs. AlsYNER. Certainly if that is all right with you, Mr. Sitrasin ?
Ur. gtriasixtSur.dly.,
Mk. 31ErixEn. There isplenty.of time. Take all The time you like.

' - Mr. TAYLOR. Fine. .
When he presented the study:to-the public in 1t)7 Lost Harris made

a statement and perhaps-1114 is the key of the topic. He rail them .
through a series e4 the charieteristics of how the eld

. n. ye rep le( an em people say that
perhaps the reprise of the elderly .should not be trusted we demon-

-
and irb many eases answers. smug about themselves. so we be-
stratedithat irtt6ply to those series of questions they did give us honelt

liove these answers, sh n ( be taken at their face value liy 'and large.
izeus la not have

themselves say

we suffering from
r age group report

at older people lire
'ety substantial, yes,

e in iloor beistth: This
edthat they are infirm,

o der people ha no enough to
05 and over say that t is a case

f the piddle thiriks the el ay have a
percent of the 65; and ore age group

. .

e thinks That elderly people.stiffer from
ous problem. but no more than 12 percent of

be same about themselves. And -on ap even
are' inert, the s4nior citizens theniselves,say

r es they personally are concerned... :.`"'
hinks that mature eitize s are bright and alert

4

Sixteen percent of the total public thinks ,that senior e
enough clothes to year while on13 percent of senior citize
that Ns is a very serious problem.

Vsubstantiel 28 percent of the public feels that the elderly
notbkving enough friends with only 5 percent of the 6.1 and o
tliet,thls is the ease and even 50 percent of the public feels
in constant fear of crime The actual number is 23 pereeht,
but net nearly as high as is:estimated.

Agffin, 50 percent a the public think older ir ople
compAres with 21 percentit the senior citizens repo
again, bleb, but not nearly as bades the public th nk

A substantial 37 percent of the publlo tb
do to keep busy, but only 6 ent of tl
far thejr own lives. A ht 51 peteent
sense of not being seeded, but only
)101Sb-feel that way tbenrselliei..

A Mbstential 60 percent lot the
loneilnees and that this is a very
the 65 and over age group feels

grosSer that senior citizen
such charges are nonsense as

Only 21) percent of the Mibli
end 68 percent of the maim citizens

fujheniselves
feel t et_they__are. Only, a

slightly higher 73 percent the peoplendek 05 feel they are- bright and alert
.themselvez, hardly any duff ence, in self- perception. -

Only 21 percent of the entire public thinks that senior cIiizeris are good .itt
getting things done, but a much higher 55 peteent of the senlot eitizemi feel
tiult,,way compered with only A slightly higher 60 percent of the population ender
65 in that perception themselves. . . -

Only 21 percent of the public thinks that older people arc open-miteled and
' adaptable but a much higher I' percent Of the "nature citizens gto.iip feel they

er Cr.arecompared to 67 pereent aniopgst those und

0 I i ..
.., . ..,. .. , .
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iles all of this mean that senior citizens have it much easier and Indeed do
not lifter from poor housing, inadequate incomes. fear of crime, rapt having
enough medical tire, nut enough job t utilities, nut having enough money to live
on? No. Indeed. By objective standards nut& obviously nerds to he done in all
these essential bread and butter areas to improve the lot of the elderly. But
ninny of them, I must add, they are not necessarily indigenous problems for the
Oti and over second to the population..

Many Americans unfortunately still suffer degradation despite the growth of
affluence and privilege and recent run-away inflation has not made the situation
better, but possibly understated the case.

The key fact in all of this is that most people over GA are very much alive and
%sell. They are decidedly notorspared to view themseltes as individuals who are
rettieg away and will soon rid society of the added load they, put upon the rest
nCut They are not only lalive and well, but they want to live better. and they
want to, be more active a jd tbeffi want to contribute to society above anything
else.

To pot it ill flit fewest possible words mast people think of the over
s useless old peoplowhen in factonost of them are able and willing

-to usefunfiociety will allow them to be.
hislact points to tiro urgent necessities : The need to change public

ape eptions of the elderly and I believe this cap only be done if the
m die, particularlz television, portrays older people in a completely
cl erent life.

s am sure you ye en to ore, to ension programs on y
finely inelude any old, people and many of those who are shown are
haracterized as senile and bubbling stereotypes.
The second urgent need to which the survey pointed, will soon, as

4 the result of your Work hest week, be largely rivet When the bill for
abolishment of retirertient in the Federal

largely
and raise the

inandatory retirement Inge to private employees when 70 becomes law.
This is of course, very much in line with our latest Harris survey

publi:ihed only yesterday showing- by 58 percent to 32 percent of the
ritajotitv for abolishing mandatory retirement in the Federal Goveeo-
Iowa and by GO, percent to 31 percent Of 'the majority for raising tile
mandatory retirement .age-to 70 for private employers.

Before leaving US 1974 study there are some additional findings
. Which; I should mention briefly.

An Overwhelming 07 percent of th6 public, perhaps the largest
majority we have ever found for almost anything believe that social
security payrrients to the elderly should autematieally increase as rises
in the cost of living increase..The study finds no support for an
arbitrary. limitation, on this increase.

Eighty-one percent of the public efgreed with what I. think.tairly
should be cltaracterized perhaps as a, general statement, but never-
theless they. sigreed with the statement that the Federal Government
has the-responsibility to use general tax revenues to help support older',

Also , it is iniportant to stress

53, 0 0.

thit While most older people Believe
their condition in life is bettor than the. general public believe it to

- be, the term "mtost" may lk deceptive. -

We found 15 percent who admitted to not having enoughmoney to
. ",, live on and this translates into some rmillion needy people.

Moving on froth the survey I would like if, I might tiy to keep per-
, sena' observations based partly on, my experience of 'Watching the

political pressures -here. and in England and on surveys inroth
-

. . . .

countries.-- . *
fr ... ,

I
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A Major difference shown by the different answers given to 'broadly
similar questions in the two countries is very striking. The most recent
American example, Gallup survey_ published on August 14 asked
what people thought was the most important problem facing the coun-
try today and, asked for spontaneous replies. I will read them to you:

First, the high cost of living. Second, unemployment. Third, energy problem'.
Fourth, internatiOnal problems. Fifth, crime and lawlessness, Sixth; moral
decline, lack of the rate Of spending. Next, dissatisfaction of the government.
Next, excessive government spending, Next, drug abuse, race relations to poverty
and other answers,

Nowher6 "vas there any mention of specific policies for the elderly.
I turn to the same questions in a recent British survey. Here are the

answers:
"First, inflation riding prices." The same. "Second, unemployment."

The same. "Third, the economic situation generally. .Fourth, helping
old people's pensions;" and that includes of course, social security.
That comes before education: befoxe housing,, before taxation, or tax-
ation cuts for industrializatioris,.strikes, crime, health and welfare,
Northern Ireland or c.ny,other major problems.

What these basically show is that the elderly and olicies which are
. 1 i14 I. ' 11:11 I

. is; i1 $11
most important issues but not here in the United States.

, There are, I believe, some clear reasons for thiedifferences Twenty-
one percent of the British electorate are over 65 as compared to 15
percent here so they offer more votes to be won by candidates. There
are differences in national attitudes, obviously, to government involve-
ment and government run welfare systems with the British much more
deeply committed to them since the war-time belerage report and here,
of course, axnuch stronger, perhaps you could characterize it as a pres"` =
porous decade which in the past if not today prompted the belief that
if the people had not provided adeguately for their old age, it was
their

But
fault..: '

But more important than eithei of these is I thinkthe recent polit-
ies l -history of the issue of the elderly in Britain. In 1964 the Labor
Party was returned to power after 30 years in the wilderness. 11.-majer
Wet in that platform and in their campaign record was, offering a
better deal for the elderly and government pensions. _-

Surveys and journalists alike reported that this part of their Plat-
form a. major factor in *inning votes, not just- from the elderly
themseRim,- but from people of all ages and since 1964 no British po-
iticatparty has dared to ignore the issue and all parties have vied

eac other tO offer better or more tittractiv,e, policies. As far as
am aware, nothing comparable has happened here.
I should add that I am not suggesting that British policies are

necessarily good for the counts y and even in some cases for:, 41d
*Jo people themselves. Lam merely terymg to explain why the issue of

the elderly hai become a major political issue there.
Two apparent side .affects of1British policy seem to me lindesirable,

.. The more thelGovernment has shouldered the financial burdeil of sup-
porting .the elderly, the less'their relatives, sons, and daughterd have
prepared. to do 'so. Furthermore, more and more, polder people, par,
tieularly older Women, live alone.
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Interesting enough, in our 1974 ,survey hero for the Council on
Aging we found that 45 percent of older people were single, divorced,
separated, or widecy4 and that four out of five of these people, many
of whom of course live alone, were women. `

The other unfortunate side affect of the British policy brings me
back to where I started : The cost or condition of the elderly is essen-
tial and widely debated political ,issue *yen to frequent attention in
the media, there is a tendency to deal with tkc issue as purely one of
compassion bringing suffering to helpless old p le who are sick, poor
and incapable of doin anything to help themselves gBt1 are merely

ernment pen-a burden on society. W ille this has resulted in ingh
sions and iinpkoved local and central governmentiorvices,it has also
reinforced the unfortunate stereotype of what most people believe
old people are like. The same stereotype which our survey demon-

.; strated to do force and which in many cases prevents people over 65
from playing a more active, useful, and fulfilling role in society.) I

Thank you. :
Mrs. M.EYNER. Malik you, Mr. Taylor, I thought that was an espe-

cially comPrehensi'veiind fascinating bit of testimony:
The suction. in the beginning where you point out that the public's

I. . .. I
also 'n ;land's outlook on the elderly is very different from ours in
the United States judging from shat yon said.

What are they doing in Great Britian that we should be doing here
and what are we doing here that perhaps would be helpful? What are
some things thative can learn from each other? . t

Mr. TAYLOR, Well, I am not a great expert on it.
I think that certainly the mandatory retirement issue is one by the

United States-- .

Mrs: MEY1/13t. If you were a senior citizen of 70 years and you had
a choice of living in London oi New Ybrk, which one would you.
choose? . . ,

All right, Brighton and Miami ? .

Mr. TAYLOR. Leaving aside the issues such as crime, I thinkivell, _

take the- question of mandatory retirement. I believe this is a tremen-
douSttep forward, the evolution of mandatory retirement on the basis
of our data.

e el:. re

.

I am not aware of any other country that has moved iri._thisslion--
tiOn. This clearly seems tobe one area where there is a lead here.

One 'aim *here both countries- are woefully weak is in this ques-
tion of Alm portrayal of the ,elderly on television and in the media
where I think in both countries they Are probably equally bad.

I think that 'because they are a h6ep.olitical issue a number" of thingsi,
horn-been one by local councils. in Britian. I aria not fully aware of
all of the things that ate being done here, but Some of thesame things
410 be being done bete.
,,There is ono little study, well, one major study which has been

carried out in-England which by the way has not been nducted here. .
-01Ppeoplei because they do not have enough money, i itian are
often foreed-to oliQose between either 'heating their homes a uately
in tb wintertime or feeding themselves adequately. As the exult, ).
very largo ntinibers-of theralivein very cold housing, unheated ousT,
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Mg. or underheated housing in the winter. recent study showed
that 10 percent, of old people in Britian have dangerouily low body
temperatures during the winter months. That mayor may not be a
problem here. I hope r have answered yout question.

Mrs. MsrxEn. The elderly have traditionally vo ed in larger per-
centages than other croups, as weliave heard here t is morning. and
as we all know, yet their national influence or their political influ-
ence does not really reflect real power, not yet. Why do you think that
is? What is the missing ingredient? '

Mr. TAYLOR. Well. one of the things is that the older people get the
more set they get in their voting behavior and somebollv who' as voted
Republieln or Democrat, is unlikely to change in his later years and
clearly. they are subject, to all the other pressures. therefore, they do
not vote as a group. they have not been organized is Mr. Scammon
said earlier.

I think myself. they are morethe issues .of the elderly are more
effectively treated by appealing to the whole electorate rather than
appealing specifically to the self-interests of the elderly:

Mrs:limn:a. Thank you: Mr. Ta lor. Mr. Sarasin
Mr.
Mr. Taylor, I too have found your testimony to be verrilluminat-

ing. I wonder, when you talk about the great, percentage of Americans
who have felt that it was a Federal responsibility to use general till;
revenue for the care of the elderly and soe41 security aniit so forth;
was the question asked whether or not the philosophy of social security

toted. be changed? the present, time, it is an earned-right system;
i you participate you can take part in it. If you don't fake part in it,

'but if von go to general tax revenues, I think.the'very real question
would have, to be asked; Whether should that apply in each test, Ind
Make it essentially a welfare system. I was wondering if you asked any
questions in that area? e el* .

Mr. T-irut. We didn't, I'm afriiid, sir. I could on that,
if 'von want a speculation.

, Mr: SaLtsi. Do you have any speculation? . ,

Mr. Tayion. Well, I really don't about the answers on tax revenues,
there is perhaps based on a feeling of guilt perhaps based on knowl.

- edge of one's parents and soon. t .
t

There is an increasing tendenn,v to feel that the state has a genera
responsibility for older citizens of whetter they_ mayiiave contribu
or not contributed in social security. That is certainly the way thin,
have happened in Europe and I think perhaps immune, respects, b
not in others. the United States;'it is probably, goinrto happen he

Mr. SARASIM As that gronp crf people -gels tolie_klarger segme
of the total population, -how much btirden:lufs been. seexiln_the.
of inflation that exists such-Colinefies-asTliglaii4.ind the 'Unit
States?

Mr.Taipau. Well:I think you pityout.finget on a-eery rtan
can there be increases in pensions..paid_ by,the %British. Goya= nt
has been one of the factors which led to =ati increase in indation, If
everything was elpial there .y0uld bit, less: :

One'partial solution, of course; which I think *as tonehed on earlier
is'tliat many people go ortwerking later As the result of.early. retire-
ment you would generate all kingsotadditional finanCial and. economic

.. -
. . , .

'J ;
" " 7 .-
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benefits which count away the increasino-
b

numiiers of dependent
.eldirlv. I certainly do not, have ma easy solution to the problem.

lietd very much the suggestion 'from the previous witness, much .

M ore' tendon., should be given to the Wity9 of keeping people out
of hastitutiotis,Vax incentives to pay peoiple for being in the home and
placed in the family: d community. It seems .to nie both socially anti
almost certain finalicidtiyiksirable.

Mr. SARASIN. I wonder likv.ric of our policy results in the stoking
of fires of inflation wifen we till of these thing, and then say
that there is a problem out there,"VeAlke to imvide more dollars
and so we go out and borrow the money to.flo it and try to solve the
problem, then look .again and say, oh, the prokifin is increasing, we
had better increasenthose-payments. I do not know Au at the Answer is
either, but we are certainly not slowing that wheel down aterall.

Mr. TATLoa. I think it is-almost a question of politics which.
#

tleople
like you are elected to perform.

Mr. SARASIN.Thanlm.
MEYNER. Thank you very much

,
Mr. Taylor.-We appreciate

your waiting and it was really excellent testiiiir?ny.
[The hearing was adjourned at 12:55 p.m.]
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APPEXDIX 1

i'REPARED STA.TEUeNT OS THDODOSE J. GoatIox

RESULTS OP d TroCUNOI:OCIT Asses,suesr OF WE-ETTENDING TECHNOLOGIES

Gentlemen: It is incleed,a pleasure for me to address the Committee this morn-
ing. Your Inquiry into the .potential numbers and condition of the elderly is
important, in my View. itor several reasons:

- The number of elderly personsheems certain to continue growing.
This group hes certain needs which are now only dimly recogized and

served and which could well be changing in the future.
The impacts of the changing age distribution in our society are not yet

. welt understood but could be very important not only to the elderly, but
to society at large.

Taus, your inquiry could affect the happiness and dignity of the elderly and help!
capture some of the opportnnithis of the coming denlographic shifts while avoid-
inmtbeir pitfalls.

pa This.work was performed under contract to the Applied Research
Thtlecarres Group 'recently performed a research study which bears directly

on.t ic
Directorate (RANN) of the National Silence Foundation; it was funded at a
level of about $300,000 and extended over a period of 18 months. It was a tech-
nology,assessment of lifezextending technologies and was designed not only to
explore*, technologies which could provide extended.life, but to reachwdeeper
'understanding of the impacts of these developments. We found that life expect-
ant!), is increasing, that new biomedical technologies would accelerate this trend,
and that_ hapging_age distribrition could have significant economic and social
'Mulct In:tbetient half hour or so I plan to summarize the principal findings of
our,work:(Tbe final version of the report has not yet,been. published, but I have

- a 'United number of copies of the draft report and would be glad to provide
copies. to you andmembers of your staff, if it Would be helpful to yolk.)

o . The study was designed to focus on-near-term biomedical capabilitien which' ,

could extend life and to search for implications of these technologies: We. emi-
eentrated on, extension -of: adult life, rather tkan the life expectancy of Infants
or children. We omitted' accidents as a cause of death, not because of their lack
of importance, but -because the strategies for 'leafing with accidents and the con-e oequences of these strategies. lo he of a taalcally different sort and would
have difirted ouveffoirbasitthey peen included. Similarly, we did not examine
suicide preventiot technology, ,,but" considered suicide from the standpoint of
values and frequency. We addressed the domestic situation primarily; however,
we oxantinedi &least Ircursory form, the effects on demography of the use
of life-exiebding technologies Ia other - countries. As for time domain, we con-

sidered only technologies which were near at hand, coming Into general use, hi
iesearch and development, or which were now biomedical goals. The impact,*
which we examined-concentrated on the next few decades, but in parts of the'
study we considered demographic impact through the life span of the people4 who would anew new technologies (Exhibit 1). -
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EXHIBIT 3.

' SCOPE OP THE STUDY

Near-term biomedical capabilities which extend life and
Omit accidents.
Suleide, from the standpoint of values and frequency.
The United States primarily.
Time domain : From present until demographic impacts

tablize.
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As is well known, mean life expectanty at all ages has been incr . Exhibit
2 shows that life expectancy at birth has grown dramatically since e beginning
of this century, changing from 48 years in 1900 to approximafely 72 years in
1075. The growth in life expectancy at advanced age has been less dramatic. For
example, in 1900 a man of age 60 could expect to live some 14 (note yegs; in
1970, a man of age 80 could expect to live some 17 more years. Life expectancy
at birth has increaser' as a result of improSements in infant mortality and curing
of many diseases of childhood; the diseases of middle age and advanced age
(heart disease. cancer, and stroke) have been mtich more difficult to conquer.
Furthermore, the aging process, which is poorly Understood, seems to place an
upper limit on life span.

To examine the biomedical technologies themselves, we interviewed 25 expe rts
around the country who were engaged in research which. if successful, promised
to affect life expectancy. We found that there were three general strategies
being ,pursued :

Research into the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of heart disease.
cancer, and.stroke.

Research into the cause for aging itself, with the possibility of slowing
the rate of aging.

Research into the relationship betweeri social conditions, aging and death.
The effects of these technologies mild be viewed as either increasing tlfb num-

ber of people who live to older age (squaring the survival curve) or increasing
the maximum age to which people live (life span extending). The kinds of so- ,
tidies that are produced by these two types of technologies are qqtt* different.
In the case of curve squaring, more people of middle age live to old age, but death

the sole effect of increasing life span, more in ividuals live
past what is regarded as maximum age today (Exhibit 8).

r
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EXIIIBIT 4

TYPICAL !AMA MI TECIIINOL00113

Cardiovaseular disease prevention, diagnosis, and treatment technologies.
Cerebrovascular disease prevention, diagnosis, ,and treatment technologies.
Malignant neoplastic disease prevention, diagnosis and treatment technologies.
Nonbiologic prostheses.
Technologies that improve the environment, such as those that reduce stress.

Eximur 5
TRINCIPALSNCEPTS AND APPROACUES TO CONTROL OP AGING

Effect of diet ; lipofuscin accumulations; lowering temperature; free radicals ;
the immune thechanism; abnormal oxidation; the pituitary ; cellular replication
errors; loss of tissue elasticity ; membrane damage; cross-lipking; cell division
limit.

Exhibits 4 and 5 describe typical smiaring technologies and aging control
technologies. In examining these classes of technologies with our consultants,
we conclude that curve squaring tvhnologies are much more likely in the short
term than life span extending teehrologles. The former go beyond advances in
dealing with key diseases and include public health and education, improved du-
trition (in the sense that what we eat apparently affects the probabill* of con-
tracting certain diseases), and environmental control and improvement-.

The life span extension technologies will require breakthroughs and it' would
be surprising if aging eontrol is demonstrated 'for human beings over the next
tn.(' decades. This kknot to say that we believe control of aging is impoSsible
or unlikely; quite, the contrary, we think that many of the lines of research
which are being pursued are promising. However, this work. is being conducted
at a very baste level and there is no shared perception about the basic mecba-

elbiSMS for aging. 'rjule: scientists engaged in this work are following many differ-
ent leads. Demonstration and validation of one or another of these theories will
take time.

In studying the impacts of life-extending technologies we considered demograph-
ics, economics, insurance and social security, health care costs, societal change,
interest groups and polities, and values and ethics. With.respeet to the latter
subject, the Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Science served as a ,subcon-
tractor to theFutures Group.

Exam! 6.
DekRAPRIC.EITECirtINITAD STATES
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, EXHIBIT 7

ozatoeurnip EFFECTS --WOULD
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Rihibits 6, 7 and 8 summarize demographic effects in the United States and the, -
world. In these chartalhe base case (life expectancy at,tdi ages remain 11B it is at
pfesent) is compared with a case involving progress in disease caring technology.
For the United States current trends suggest that by the ybar 2025 the number of
people over 05 years'of age will have liken. from 22 million to 46 million, or from .

4
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10 percent to 14 percept of our popuatim If. squaring technologies come i0
fruition, as we suslpeet, by 2025 there are likely, to be 74 infilion`people over 65,
comprising 23 percent of our population. By the year 2000*.assuming that the
squaring technologies have been introduced, life expectancy at birth seems likely
to rise to about 78 years and by 2025, life expectaffey at birth will rise to 86 years,
(versus 72 years in 1975).

Taking a world view, the number to* people over 65 years of age seems likely
to grow from 227 million in 1075 to 760 million by 2025, or from 5.8 percent bf
world population to O.$ percent. With acceleration of (theta curing tethnologit*
represented by our "squared" case, the *umber of people over the age 65 seems
likely to grow to about 1.2 billion people by the year 2025, about 14.4 pircent of
world population.
. One effect of the disease curing technologies will be to increase world poplin.
lien. In our demographic model we found that current trends suggest world opu-
lation will grow from about 4 billion at.,present to 7.7 billion by the year 2025.
With, the new curve squaring technologies, worId.populatiod by 2025 will be some
8.3 billion, or 600 million people more than the base case. Of these 1300-million.
400 million will be in less developed countries and 200 million in developed
countries.

Focusing again on the United States, tbb social and economic finpatts attribu-
table to the new technologies seem likely to be minimal prior to the year 2060. Of
much mare importance to economic rind Witt conditions is the assumed average
retirement age. We felt this issue was significant for this' tudy since the tech.
nologies we investigated would be likely to have the effect of increasing vigor
and diminishing the symptoms of aging, in addition' to affecting survival rates.
With' vigor at a particular age changed, clearly retirement rates might also
change: Exhibit 9 shows tie size of the labor force which would result from three
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-----/ assumptions about retirement age""hayed retirement" assumes an average
delaof10 years by the year 204. "Early retirement" assumes'that retirement
rates are, on the average, neeelerated 5 years by the year 2000. As can bmseen,. these assumptions have a great affect on labor force size.

We formed the impres tun that retirement age would be likely to increase for
several refisons: ,,. .

, Polls have indica that many retired people, when asked, say theiy would
rather be working.

Feelings of anomie and usefessness which sometime come wish retirement
apparently accelerate death.

Botio'soelal security and pension funds would benefit appreciohly'lby in-
* creasing retirement age only a few years.

Di,seritnination on the basis :if age, after 113, seemed to us likely to be
- considered illegal in the near future -

r
The effect of delayed retirement would include nn hterease ha GNP. dithiaishing

of the dependency ratio, reduced burden 4n social security, hapresed sociatfzatiou
among the elderly andmost significantlya 'potential problem in the provision
of Jobs fist all those who wished to work. With respect to this latter point, we
formed the impression that the nature of work would change: these Changes
could include the development of more "parallel" fobs, shared Work, pet -'time
work, shortening of the workweek, and serial careers. . ,4

We found-that retirement age mould have to inerkase about 6 rears by g000 in
erder to balance inflow and'OutfloVof the social seenrfty fund. .. i

t We worked with special send tiara convened by tile American Councilpor Life
Insurance to explore the consequenctoi of life extension on _insurance. rinels of
academicians helped us identi4 a rauge of social imimets; interviews Itath peo- ,.
life (rem arieus intere.t gringos helped us reach an understanding of thejlercep,

ii tions of these invests. We formed these impresSions:- .t t, .
Eveu e kilted lifa extension. the aged will have more pehtical ciou ; we do

not knew whether dui clout will translate into actual political poi %r.
Raising the retiretneut age. eutuld bring with it significant cluing in the

fatally*: fur example, .if int reasitig retirement age diudnislies rhte_ Nentry .
,,f young people into the labor force, how loog will the family be c idered

1

obligated to support children?
lucre:x.1ns labor force pa rtieipatirm of Me ag may heighten tiff competi-

tion} between the ;young and the old for. jo ' .

Interest` in planning fur mItRareer and eoi inning educar n should
increase. . .. - e ,

'V, ' lKe 'Limited the beiief,thatfor the nest 23 years the technologies we considered
. will has I. the effect of exiesidini,* middle age rather than extending old age. Of

(lame. this i i key to the condition of a 1015er lived society. It will affect health
costs. the we al e burden, priettietivity_ socialization, national vigor, and old/

At Best musk ration. it would seem that- aggregate net eatjengt liellth,eosis
soeng,relat i on. iipii. .

would lie cease as a result of curve squaring technologies. However, Wt he curve
squaring iethoul..igiem are preventative rather than therapeutic. thoopposite may
be the case. Fair esample. discovery of the linkage betiyeen nutritional factors
anal certain diseases could Increase longeritytat very lowicosta

Some of our specific recommendations were : .
Studies be conducted to help reach an in erstanding of the cliftstging..

complex interrelationships leOween red ea lige and the chafiging nature
- ,,f work. We believe that chani'es in ref ement age will cause fundamental

... differences in oufeeontimy add lit the al t tat Mee people lie and view i
themselves,

Detailed Information be collected &MA available to other researchers .
about wimple contributions and ption vela made by, older people.

Various ago) les of the govern nt inefude their policy thinking esti
mates of the gemienees of them actions on age retirement. Thfrecom-
niendation is p rticulaely relevaart to policies folio Ity the Department of
Labor. Social §genrity 4tdmbiistratIon, the armed forcers; and stilt* and faecal .
governments. Policies which affect retirement'age can-have profound and '
lasting consequences en the nature of our ethrtonly. Wben.thoSepoildea tend
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to diminish ietiremerit agethe iairltable consequence will be increasing,
dependency ratio and isolation'of the aged. There May be other policies which
affect dependency ratios directly rather than through retirement age these
shout d'is pin-pl9pointed and understood in terms of their Ukely consequences
for ArneAcan society. 'These include, for example, poiblies which delay entry
into thelatior force, shortening of the WorF week, introdaction of sabbaticals
and intermittent retirement; and so on.

Additional study be applied to questions r international impacts of life-
exteading technologies and the changing social dlinensions which might.ae
company these technologies. While-such impactswcre suggested in this study
trey were beyond the initial scope determined for this work; nevertheless,

, they appear to be important, perhaps urg ily so.
Goverment estimates of the cost of developing biomedical technologies

should include from thq outset estimates of the cost of producing those tech-
_nologies and diStributing them in society. Emphasis in research on life ex-
tending technologies should, be siren to those which promise to he
inexpensive not only for immedhile but secondary costs as well

.
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PREPARED STATEUENT OF HAROLD L. SHEPPARD I. "

My summary comments regarding the future of aging in America. frill focus
primailly on the economic dimension, especially ,regarding employment, as re-
quested by the subcommittee stair. But first, it will be necessary ro mention some
of the context within which projections about the future must be made.

9ne context'has to do with demographic developments, although I do nut think
that the "body count" approach to the topic of aging is sufficient. We also need -
to know about the changing' social and cultural definitions of what is meant by
"old," what is meant by "aglag" and the "aged." In this connection, I believe

111 that we are in the midst of a process of redefinition. won't be the first time in
the history of Western society.

For une 'thing, certain age groups in our society are beginning to resist being
labeled apd therefore treated negatively as "old"--especially insofar as that term.,

-evokestikgative connotations. Before too many_ years come to passand long
before The year 2025--lt is quite passible that persons 60-65 years oldcompared
to 60-65 year-olda of, say, 10 or 20 years agowill not accept the labelagain,
to the degree that society contibues to use the term negatively. Some of the '
reasons for this shift have to do with the marked educational achievement level
of persons 40 to 50 years old today, compared to the same age group 10 or 20
years ago, and even compared to.younger persons today. When today's 40-50
year-olds move into their 60's before and by the end of this century, the gap
betieen their educational level and that of persons in their 80's will he much more1 narrow than the corresponding comparison in 1077 would ?bolt.narrow

expect the 60-65 Year-old populationeven in the year
2000, let alone 2025-41Mtaire,a health status above that of.60-65 year-olds in the,
1060's and 1010's. To the dikree that terms such as "old" and "aged" connote

- substantial decrements in physical had mental activity, the application of those
terms to such,persons will be more unrealistic and irrational than they are today.

One more point about "this progositiori 'I'm expressing here In terms of
demographyit we must get out of tht statistical reporting and liStIgtstic habit
of using the category of the "65-pluh,population" whencarrying rese)trch
and policymaking decisions regarding the field or problems of aging. An 85 year-
old is not the same as a 65 year-oldno.more tiled a 45 year-old is the same as a
25 year-old person. And yet, persons 65 years old are lumped into the quite cate-
gory as persons 85 and older.

Table 1Indicates that 65-60 population as a proportion of the total 65-plus
population in 1075 was over SQ percent, but by the year 2000, they will peke up
only Jess than 20 percent. Their ,numbers will have increasedassuming no
further improvements in mortality rates, an assumption we can no longer` accept
without question by only 0 percent. On the other hand, take a look at the 8,5-plus
population.: In 'mot only 8 percent of the total 65-plus population, but by the
year 2000,, neat? 12 percent of the total so-called "aged population,': And their .
numbers will have increased by 100 percent. The actual figures and proportions
may turn out to he greater by then if mortality rates for persons now in their
601(eontinne to...decline as they have in the past few years.

All of this means that the so-called der population will be getting &dery n
merely larger. One of the economic idipIieatio na of this shift in the age oemptis
don of the older population is that e costs of sappcsting that nepulatioa will be
mounting to a level, and at a rate, higher than indicated by. fre typical study 1
that simply takes the-65q4lus population classification. and multiplies by some
estimated perbapita cost to arrive at an estimate of the total aegybgate cost to
the society and the economy of providing forlhatmoup. The costs will be greater,

Mad costs?
andthe question arises, what steps are wetaltbirdbw to prepare for those addl.

An Increasing popflation in the very old ag4 groupthose who will vbry clearly
' not be expected, on the whole, to be in the IaboVoreewill. require' additional

expenditures for a wide variety-of costly Services, and these will typically have
to be borne" by Federal, State, And local government tax sources. In the future,
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a lower propoition of this very old age group_ will have children that can be
ceunted on to support them. And such chilgren As there are will theuwelves be
in their 60's. As a rough index of the number of children 60-04 years old for every.
100 persons and older, let tee point out that in DTI,. there were 439 60-04 sea r-
olds for every 100 persons 05 tied older. Over the next 23 years. by the year 2000,
that ratio will plummet to 210, and will increase but only slightly _thereafter.

'(Table 5.)
Can we.expeet those 60-04 yen r old children to be able to pay for tnuch of the

support services' for their even older parents especially if most of those 60-64
year-olds are retired and out of the labor force? I doulSt it very much. Inereasingly,
under such retirement age policy conditions, the high cost of wetting all 83-plus
population will have to be borne by Federal. State and local g meas.

Can we afford to lie compldeent, now, in working out projections of various
payit' 91i taxes and taxable salary bases, as well as. cost estimates of private penei
plans, only 23 years from stow never mind 4)25. which is nearly 30 years Irian
nowif those projektions de not take Into account thejnereased aging of the
03pfus population claesification? This question is especially grItieal if current
retirement age policy prevails. or if retirement at even earlier ages than Is new

_Prevalent is characteristic of the time between now and the year 2000.
Front, an tiebnotnie standpoint, the costs of supporting a growing population

of nonworking persons 00 to 05 and older will have_to come Seotalhe working
population. and would require an ever-growing economy With A productivt ca-
pacity providing the resources for tbn t support. The fact that the Annual average
productivity percentage Increase over the most reeputpast10 yCars its one -half
that of the post-World War II period suggests that gronth hi that capacity may
not be.commensitrate with the need. (Table -6.i.

The future of aging Americaas In other industrialised- societiesis. in
very tarp.. part, drittingent on the fnteire of our, preductivity Wise, nod that 11, in
be determined. le turn. l.y the costs of °nettle! and resources hi that future
costs which n ill grow not roily because of any schortagee. but also because more
countries are beginning to compete with, us for access to, and control over.
whatever the supply will be. .

N'uinbers of people. to repeat. are notthe only.eonsideration. Will. Ter ex-
ample. the so-ealledAder population. as they resell Abet we now cell retire-
ment:age. Accept retirement Menthes at a level typieal of retirement incomes

' todayeven if measured..aa ti proportion of 'pre:retirentelit earnings? Will. for
evantple, the remainiug working poptiliftion,continfle as in the past to honor
the soda contract between generations?

I have been told. in this'connection: that one of the eoligrtissional committees
has voted for. or is seriously considering. a previously unplanned increase, in
tax rates, in. the _taxable base for the working population. And a previously un-
Mauled reduction be retired worker benefits as a proportion of previous earn-
ings,. This would appear. at least on the surface, as if the labor force, economic
and demographic developments under existing retirement age Policiesare re-
quiring that both the younger working generation and the older nonworking
_generafion must make satriflees. Under existing retirement are Indictee, the
working population would have to .pay more than .previously planned. and tile
networking older group will have to accept lower retired worker benefits than
previbirsly' planned.

This brings me to the pointemadeein the summary report by the Future s
Group, namely. that the average retirement age will have to be delayed to pre-
vent.greftt eednomie problemseven without any life extension. And I.wo
add flint even If nett teehnolokies and health, practices only innIce, pox e
for more people to live In tut extended old age (as opposed to Increasing e
se.eniled Ilfe-span), and if there are no upward changes retirement a cf.
additional support burdens on the remaining working population, will he in st e
flit' them. 'Retirement income problems for the nonworking eider population will
also be Aggravatedagain. if current retirement are policy is n%aintained, even
more aggravated if average eetirement ageis reduced further. . -

It all cOmes down to the inconvenient fact that for the vast majority-of-us
tinkrs we chose inililonaIre patents, or woke precious lottery conteetlemploy.
metre is and trill continue to he the best way of assuring an ndequate ineeme.
Given the in;nt effect o6 ouch factors as demographic change. prowess In hkith
status, inflation. apd sluggish growth in the. productive base of an economy
Including the gruwIng costs' of providing energy and resources to maintain that

'produetive leprtion/ with the *towing recognition of the constitutional and
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moral grounds for.not using ytar*of birth is a condition for making hiring and
retirement decisions for older persons, my scenario for the future of kging in
America would inclu.de a gradual but definite shift in age-atretirentelit policies
In the United States, toward raising average retirement age: I also think that
other industrialized countries like our own will be in the throes of reconsider-._
ing and changing age-at-retirement practices, and for.the same reasons.

Of coarse, there are other alternutive,future regarding this issue, but I do
not believe that our population's aspirations, expektations, and values would
allow for those other options to be adopted:

final comment is this: Oar society's value sfatem is such that we *ill
want to provide the voy beat of. retirement llfe and condition* for our fellow
aged citizens, including our own parents and relatives. When we speak of the
future, we obviously, must include ourselves innong the aped of 23 years or so
from today.. And se retired citizens themselves can be expected to demand

'tile very best. If th is ..the caseand I believe it' will continue to be tbecase
in the nest sere et esit means, in- my-opinion. that there will have to
be fewer retireesthan any trafght-line extrapolation method would project that
is, If current retirement age trends continue. We pill not reduce such a 14118110-
don through euthanasia. That, t Is part of our value *stem. Ittste
trill reduce,such a population. b1 'e( lung who is "aged edellniag

.,, who: we now label as the -worliint age' til
..r Thus, in order to assure a truer d lenient existence. futur

ctiont in at least the 60-09 t classification will have to 1,,e inducekte re-
, ..-64ps.1)tain in the labor . ud in order to sure themselves a decent retirement

xpeft that group itself to dent right to continue working;
. to be forced or even sedored to retire ks young silb or so, and thus

face tie prospects of at least 78 ro 20 sears, on the average, of living in the
rIsk-ladep status of retiremenCtlealthy,-60 and 0i, or eyen 70-year-olds in the
future, will probably prefer to defer complete retirement 1# miter t ssure a
decent Income when they do retire. Government mill have to provide it lives

such person$ to remain in the labor force, tbr budgetary reaSons.
I certainly do not claim that the shift will be mechanistically achieved. For-=

thermote, many institutional and implementation problems will be encountered.
lint one of the Prinatrr purposes of indulgingin intelligent als of what
lies in the future is.to prepare society and individuals now for the va ions kinds
and degrees of adjustments thaewill hare to ,be made by that `future
becomes the present. Futurism Is not a fun-and-games exercise for ilettante__.s
or abstract intellectuals pursuing ideas for the sakp of ideas. It is an inclis n
sable necessity for responsible decision- makers who are concerned with the best
interests of their society and economy.

Accordingly, 1 want to congratulate titl(mmittee for hoIdh g these hearings.
I only hope that in their work in legislating committees, the facts, projections.
and vifitvpoints presented here will be applied in a fruitful manner.

Tezial.--Payidatiotes6-69 yr old, and 85 plus, as proportion of total 65 pips
population, 1975, 1990, pee

Percent
...increa4e

19.75 4990 2000, p.073-2000

08 to 69 (percent) . it 3
85.phis (percent) . 8.2

$4.2 28.9 +8.9 1

Total 65-plus population (In thous dal 22,880 29, 824. 31.822 +.42. 3
9. 7 11;8 +MX. 1

- *macs: Census tureen, Population Ealmates sail Projections, series II, p-25, Nos.
. 801 and 704. . -- - 0.-.11.

2-Nun b; e r el persona:- 1 47,-as proPorildts of alt persons 31-31,

ii;eent.
'.1077 ,--- - 20.1
': 2000 ... N .r... 20.5

2010
, 28.7

MIS .; ,. 32:2
2020 36:5--

--- 41.3
Noris.-.4reporttous.will be grenterf fertility tate Is below 2.1 birth(' per woman, and

If 62pins population- is larger than currently projected. .

2025
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TABLE S.Number of persons 2141 for trent 00ikreotts 62 and older, 1917-202d
--a

TABLE 4.Population 85 and older as proportion of total population 62 and older,
1977-2025

Percent
30.6
38.1
34.0
34.6
80.4
32.

.Number of 60 to 64 pear-olds for every 100 persons 85-plus, 1977-2025
perdu

459
1090 369

270
201e- 324"
2025' 313

'Estimated by ll. L. Sheppard.

TABLE 6.Arerage annual rate of eroductivity increase, 194746. 1946-66, end
1966-67

Percent
3.75
3.38
1.78

SOURCE : Explognnan4 and Training Act of the President, 16'77, table 0-1. rigures exclude
data on Aro productivity. -


